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The annual Christma3 Festival of the Club is now over,
the Chester mysteries and Healey Willan's choir have
had their
hour on the Club stage; the decorations of the hall
are being
away.
The occasion will be remembered for all its
delights,
its wealth of color, its music, its humor, its sentiment,
and
more especially for the warmth of fellowship that
has again been
engendered by the vast cooperative effort involved
in its preparation.
Almost a hundred members shared the work of producing
it,
and a much larger number joined to formi an appreciative
and
enthusiastic audienc e.
Thus the traditional spirit of this Club lives.
each member possesses the Club for himself.

Thus

To all, I extend my sincere thanks and my
best wishes
for the New Year.

L. A. C. Panton.
THE

CHRISTMAS

DINNER

A Mediaeval Banquet in a Baronial Hall
That was the germ of the happy
thought which inspired the planners of the Annual
Christmas
Dinner of the Arts
and Letters Club held in the Great Hall
on I.londay, December 28, 1953.
At first
the idea seemed to be a too radical departure
from the Club's traditicnal threecourse

dinner followed by a stage entertainment; but
on the contrary it proved to
be a brilliant and colourful development of
the essential traditions so dear to
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the hearts of the members, traditions which have indeed been strengthened by this
recent remarkable festival. Three long established ceremonies of the Christmas
Dinner are the Boar's Head Procession, the Healey Willan Choral March, and The
First Noel finale conducted by Sir Ernest Miacmillan; and never before have these
three magnificent features been so gloriously presented as tney were at the 1955
Christmas celebrat ion.
The manner of the meal itself
was characterized by its simplicity; a
bowl of hot soup, a course of sliced cold beef and baked potatoes, and a dessert
of fresh and dried fruits - apples, oranges, bananas, grapes, dried figs and dates,
followed by coffee.
The wine, a dry Bordeaux, was placed in bottles on the tables
and materially aided in the enjoyment of the dinner.
And during the dining there
was continuous entertainment presented on the stage by the descendants cf the
Elizabethan conjjrers, jongleurs, reciters, minstrels, munmers, and other w/ndering
entertainers of that age.
/

i
C

It is manifestly impossible within these few pages to give anything more
than a brief outline of the events of an evening so packed
with irnerest and delight.
All that can be done is to present a c;ondensed summary of the eve
nts
cri
-he
order
of procedure.
A number of fine photog:aphs - some ii colur - of ih( *i -'
-'r ups
of guests and performers were taken by Alan Collier, "hr; .k" iatthew.:
and ;Jch
Fleetwood-IMorrow and will be added to the Archival records.
Be it remembered also
that not only were the active performers on the programme gorgeouo<y costumed
in
character but that the guests individually were clad in coloured tabards
thus completing the colour scheme of the whole festive scene.
And this incl~des the two
aristocratic "plum-pudding" dogs in their black and white fur coat3.
AS IT HAPPEJ\ED
At 6:30 the Gentleman Usher of the Revels, Ernest Dale, entered
the lo-nge
and mounting a chair delivered a vociferous Rabelaisian harangue
upon the virtues of
7
The Grape to the members there assembled.
lhereupon entered Lord of the nM.nor
Alex Panton, with his page Tony Hunter the Master Vintner George
.cMurt-'- ad
three
Wine Stewards, to wit, Eric Aldwinckle, VTalter Rayson and
Barney SandwelU, bearing
the Vlassail Bowl.
The Master Vintner having tasted and pronounced tLe
p'tation to be
potent and palatable, a Steward proceeds to serve the company which makes
lassail.
At 7:15 the chimes in the Great Hall sound an invitation to the
guests to
take their places at the tables, with the Ohoir in the Wlest
corner.
Being assembled,
the Seneschal, Robert Christie, appears and bids the company welcome.
Whereupon the
Club Executive Procession marches into the Hall, preceded by the leaping
Jester ceoff
Hatton, in this order:-VJardens Hogarth and Fryer, Sergeant-at- Arms laird, Marshal
Brendan Mulholland, President Panton with Page Munzer bearing the Arms of the Club,
Guest-of-the-Evening Arnold Mason and president St. Gecrge's
Society,
Chaplain J. E. Hard, and the Executive Committee, IMater-:
Collier, Corner,
Dale, Finley, Forster, Home, layng, MIcMurtrie, Pratt, Stacey, StracKhan,
Tedman and Joodside.
They ascend the stage and stand behind
chairs at the Head Table.
From the door of the Great Hall the Choir lustily their
strikes up The Boar's Head Carol
(elsewhere printed) and at once the Boar's Head Procession enters the Hall
in this
order -

f

1Sc~n~c~-

-3The IJardens, the Herald, Candle-bearers Carter and
The Boar's
Head carried aloft by Harry Jamieson, Candle-bearersGalilee,
Hubbard and
Matthews, the Joint of Beef elevated by Howard
Grubb, Candle-bearers
Rolph and Deacon, Marshal of the Hall Mulholland,
Lord of MLisrule Jim
Wardropper, and Knight Templar Dr. G. A.
Fee.

along it.

The Procession ascends the stage to the High Table and
disposes itself
Then follows a befitting antiphonal
Grace in Latin by Chaplain J. E.
rnest Dale,

t;ard and
and
tongues.
The Cooks carve
below the salt. There is
hearty trenchermen at the

the Feast begins amidst a great clatter of platters
and
at the High Table, the Stewards serve the groundlings
much jesting, laughter and general hilarity by the
refectory tables.
Lord of the iManor Panton proposes

the Health of the Queen and the Choir sings
nSalute
to The Queen".
The Seneschal
Craves Silence and the Choir sings carols, after
which the President makes a brief
address to the Company.
Then comes the ancient ceremony ofPassailing the Appleourselves have Massailed well: Let us now wish a Health
to the Fruits of our Soil".
The Lord of the Lianor approaches the Apple-tree
followed
by his entourage and pours
a little
cider on the roots of the tree whilst
the Choir sings the ' 7assail Song
ending with a rousing "Hurrah!"
The time now being past 8 o clock and hunger partially
Christie proclaims
assuaged Seneschal
an intermission of five minutes whilst the tables
are tidied
and the guests make themselvates
comfortable.
then
presently the Chimes call the
guests back to their seats the Lord of the ianor arises and exclaims, "Sir
Seneschal,
instruct my Chamberlain how he should proceed:,
and whilst the Sen^c.al makes reply
outh a quotation from John Russell he is interrupted by a clamourous knocking at the
outer door of the Great Hall, and the Presenter of The MLtmmers enters and loudly dePresenter
claimPresenter,
"I leads
open his
the door,
I band
enterof instrolling
, I hope we mummers your favour shall win!"
little
The
players, somewhat uncouth, up
the aisle
ai sl e
and upon the stage, and with low obeisance, introduces them to their audience ho
m
for a short space of time they greatly amuse wth their antic actions and
omrds.
They collect a bag of gold, render thanks, and retire.
Then the
actionstrel, Eric
he
Aldwinckle, very elegantly recites an extract from ttSir TGawain
thei n s t Green Knight"
and fades gracefully away.
(During the entertainments on the stage be it
understood that the diners are
still
giving their gastric juices some gentle exercise by means of the tasty
fruits provided for dessert).

Following
Coucill, gave
the recitation
Messrs. Gerring and
a stirring
display of two
the Burgundian
ancient artfencers,
of swordsmanship
to the lively
pleasure of the guests; and last but not least came the ever welcomne aster of
Illusion, Syd Lorraine, to mystify the astonised
spectators with his conjuring

art.

the Minstrel's
Galleryof sang
The hands
the clock
pointed
toward
its last
half epochal
past nine when the choir in
number,
and the
evening fittingly ended by the mass singing
Macmillan,

of "The First Noel" accompanied incomparably by Sir End-est
always a profoundly moving number.

/

- 4 "Let Us Now Praise Famous Men"
'"Let Us Now Praise Famous lien" Men of little
showingFor their vork continueth
Better than their knowing.'
It is against the traditional ethics of the Club to praise a Member for
his activity in Club life - that is taken for granted. An occasional grunt of
approval is equivalent to a spate of eulogy among lesser breeds without
the law;
but concerning the recent remarkable Christmas Dinner there are several
Members
whose efforts to make the speculative venture a success were so outstanding
that
for once traditions and ethics may justly be ignored.
I7e might as well try to
describe Hamlet without mentioning Shakespeare.
Robin Strachan, Alan Collier,
David Ouchterlony and John layng not only laboured for weeks ceaselessly
themselves but inspired others miraculously.
Yet the quartette insist that there
would have been no mediaeval dinner at all
had it not been for the wonderful cooperation cheerfully given them by over three score brother members.
It is that
spirit which has always been and still
is the life-blood of the Club, and keeps
it forever young.
-- oOo--

Sin

"Os" Stacey's two Dalmatian dogs - Chips and Spur played their parts
in the programme flawlessly - perfect little
gentlemen throughout, Beau Brummels
elegance of deportment.
Nary sniff at a table-leg.
They completely ignored
the apple-tree though the evening must have become unutterably tedious
to them.
Incidentally, Chips told a couple of good "shaggy dog" stories.
-o0oA truly impressive sight were the six-footers in the Boar's
Head Procession - Jamieson, Grubb, Fee and laird.
-- oOoHighly prized souvenirs of the Dinner were the 18-inch broadcloth napkins
with The Boar's Head Carol artistically imprinted upon them in red and
black type,
designed by George Foord.
THE IEN IN KEY POSITIONS
These are the 1iembers who, in the elaborate preparations
for the Dinner
cccupied key positions and worked many long and late hours
to perfect the endless
MASTER QF THE ROILS:

Charles Dunn, who prepared scripts for the programme.

MASTER OF THE ROBES:

Bob Fairfield, who arranged with Brownlow Card for the
costumes.

STEI.ARD OF TEE HOUSEHOLD:
MASER tables
OF
MASTER OF MUSIC:

John layng, who arranged for the menu and laying of
the
who directed the Choir and usical arrangeents.

David Ouchter-lony,

who directed the Choir and musical arrangements.
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CHAMEERIAIN OF THE HOUSEHOLD:
House Committee.
MASTER OF MISRULE:

Oswald Stacey, better known as Chairman of the

Jim Hardropper, whose noble office is

described in

the

"Anatomie cf Abuses, 1583", thus: "All the wilde heades of the
parishe
conventyng together, chuse them a graund capitaine (of all mischeef)
whom thei innoble v.th the title
of my lorde of misrule; and hym thei
croune with great solemnitie and adopt for their kyng",
MASTER OF THE REVELS:
Committee.

Robin Strachan, alias Chairman of the Entertainment
THE BOAR'S HEAD CAROL

The boar's head in hand bear I
Bedecked with bays amd rosemary and I pray you, my masters, be merry
Quot estis in convivio'
(As many as are in

the party)

Caput apri defero, reddens laudes Domino
(I bring along the boar's head, rendering thanks to The Lord)
SIs

The boar's head, as I understand,
the bravest dish in all the land
Ihien thus bedecked with a gay garland,
Let us servire cantico! (give our service to the song')
Caput apri defero,

reddens laudes Domino.

Our steward hath provided this
In honour of the King of Bliss,
Which on this day to be served is
In regensis atriot
(In Queen's College Hall'.)
THE CHESTER MYSTERIES
Two performances of "The Chester Mysteries of the Nativity and Adoration" were presented at the Club for members, their families and friends on Saturday and Monday, January 2nd and 4th, the Saturday performance being especially
intended for the children.
Ernest Dale directed the production and Dr. Healey Willan conducted
the music.
The gallery choir of the Church of St. Mary iiagdalene sang a delightful programme of carols, old and new, preceding the play.

*

The cast consisted of 'Jalter Bowles, Ernest Dale, Bruce Honeyford,
Ivor Lewis, Basil LMorgan, Ernest Liorgan, U. S. Milne, Rosemary Sowby Orr,
Robert
Russell, John Ifatson and John Vood.
The pages were Tom Deacon, John Deacon,
Brian Uatson, Bob Colgate, Angus .itchell and Pat Mitchell.
The music under Dr. W'illan's direction was performed by Elie Spivak,
Samuel Hersenhoren, Malter Babiak, Boris Hambourg and Donna Hossack.

;3i7r

1k

*-6The whole production was intensely moving and one felt that never had
this old play been so worthily performed.
The stage setting was an exquisite piece of artistry by Oxford Macneill
and added materially to the effect,
It is noteworthythat five of the cast were in the original production
under Roy Mitchell at Hart House in 1919: Messrs. Bowles, Dale, Lewis,
Basil and
Ernest Morgan.
Dr. VWillan directed the music, which he had specially written for
that occasion and has been music director at every subsequent performance.
It is also interesting that in the present production
three generations
were represented on the stage in the persons of John 7Tatson, his son
Brian and
his uncle, Ivor Lewis.

THE LIBRARY
The literary-minded will be pleased to know that a copy of the
second
revision of the Oxford Dictionary of Quotations is now on the
shelves.
They
should also be delighted with the fascinating articles by noted bibliophiles
to
be found in The New Colophon.
Other books for their inspection are:
Leading Canadian Poets
1U. Percival - Ryerson
The Book of Canadian Poetry
A. J. H. Smith - Gage
20th Century Canadian Poetry - E. Birney
- Ryerson
The architects may be sharply divided in their feeling
towards Corbusier,
but the purchase of Le Corbusier 1946-1952 was considered sound
because the
quality and quantity of the drawings and photographs make this the
best illustrated
of his books.
A portfolio entitled The Practical Exemplar of Architecture by H.
E.
Macartney is interesting for the numerous photos and details of alcoves,
doorways, windows, etc.
Additional works in this field are:
Towns & Buildings - S. E. Rasmussen
- Harvard U. Press
Built in U.S.A.
- Hitchcock & Drexler - IMuseum of Modern Art
The Club musicians are herewith informed that a copy
of The iusic of the
Coronation of Queen Elizabeth II is to be found on the
shelves; this copy is of
additional worth for the signature of Dr. Healey Uillan has been
penned beside his
"0 Lord, Our Governour".
Other books to interest the music-lover are:
Canadian Folk Songs
History of iusical Instruments
The Concert Companion
The Musical Companion

- J. i. Gibbon
- C. Sachs
- Bagar & Biancolli
- A. L. Bacharach

- Dent
- Norton
- McGraw-Hill
- Longmans

The painters will find that three particularly interesting and diversified works have been added since the acquisitions listed in the
October Letter.
A French book on masterpieces of religious art, entitled,
Anges, offers beautiful
plates ranging from Cimabue to Rouault.
Art Treasures of the Vatican an ItaliSan
book with text in four languages introduces one to the great Vatican collection
of art.
The Lover of modern French painting should be delighted
with the beautiful Skira book entitled The XIXth Century - From Goya
to CGauguin; the design,
typography, and colour reproductions of this book are milost
pleasing.
Further
additions to ths
,,Pai7n7in
CI~e
... ~
- ~~ v
~r ~c~u
v L ~L~~j
UL1~ ~LI
~l~ti
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-7The Growth of Canadian Painting
- D.
Painters of Quebec
- i.
The Flowaer Piece in European Painting -

Buchanan
Barbeau

- Collins
- Ryerson
- Harper

For the theatrical-minded there is Fifty Contemporary One-Act Plays
(three copies of this remaindered volume were obtained for the use of the playreading members of the drama canmmittee).
Renown at Stratford is interesting to
read; but equally so just to look at because of its new-process photographic
composition and the soft colour work of the plates.
The slim volume entitled
An Experience of Critics discloses a stimulating group of opinions among eight of
the leading English drama critics, as well as articles by Christopher Fry and
Alec Guinness.
The man who enjoys looking at good photographs has not been forgotten.
Recent acquisitions provide him with a choice of:
Image of Canada, compiled for the Canadian Geographical Society;
Northern Exposure, by Richard Harrington;
Photography Annual - 1953 edited by Photography Mlagazine.
Finally, for the un-classified connoisseur,
books may prove of interest:
- E. lichfield
Pottery and Porcelain
Encyclopedia of Furniture - J. Aaronson
- Herbert Read
Art and Industry

-

the following recommended
Barrows
Crown
Faber

Several members have recently donated a variety of interesting works to
the book shelves.
To these members our sincere thanks for their contribution to
the growth of the library.
Tommy Crawford has presented his own copy of the
Music at the Coronation of King George VI. Healey HTillan has given Canadian Achievement, in which is found a record of the achievements of a number of Club members.
From Keith Hicks has come his translation of an old French poem - suitable for a
reading - entitled Theatre of Neptune by Marc Lescarbot.
On the night of The
Dinner arrived a welcome Christmas gift from Fred Brigden - copy of his Canadian
Landscape.
Arthur Gresham has given a copy of the Canadian Society of Graphic Arts
Year Book.
John Galilee has presented another worthy volume to the Library - this
one is Titian's Drawings by Detlev Baron Von Hadeln.
It is requested that all
donors who have not signed and dated their contributions please do so.
MUSI C NOTES

*

One notices that included in the excellent concert series of the Forest
Hill Recreation Commission are a number of events in which Club members are interested.
On December 8th the Spivak String Quartet played Beethoven and Mendelssohn;
on February 23rd John Hodgins will direct the Bishop Strachan School Choir and on
March 23rd the programme will consist of the Opera"The Prodigal Son" by Herman
Voaden and Frederick Jacobi. Members will remember the excellent impression created by a concert performance of this work in April, 1952 at the Club then the music
score was played on two pianos by the composer and his wife, while Voaden gave a
running commentary on the action.
Sir Ernest Liacdiillan directed the annual presentation by the Mendelssohn
Choir of Handel's Messiah in Massey Hall on December 29th and 30th.
In April the

*

- --

*

performance will be repeated by the Choir in New York City.
Elie Spivak played the Lalo Symphonie Espagnole with the Detroit
Symphony
Orchestra in December under Paul Paray.
On Sunday evening, December 20, the Choir of St. Stephen's Church,
College Street at Bellevue Avenue, gave an hour of choice entertainment
by relating
the beautiful Christmas story in original carols written and
arranged by Canon J.
E. ITard and the gifted organist of St. Stephen's Church, George
Coutts.
It was
enjoyed by a large congregation.
MI'IBERS'

DOINGS

Franklin Davey MIcDovwell gave a very interesting review of
the latest of
the Boswell Journal series:
Boswell on the Grand Tour, Germany and Switzerland,
1764, in the Globe and BMail of Decemnber 14th.
Professor Ernest Dale was Chairman at the meeting of the Dickens'
Fellowship on December 18th, when a special programme was arranged.
The Fellowship will
stage Bleak House on MJarch 15th and 16th at Hart House
Theatre.
b
In mid-December lir. and MIrs. i'. A. Howard very happily celebrated "Bill's"
Sbirthday by entertaining a party of local intimates
in his attractive rural home
in Chine Drive, Scarboro.

Nassau,
gentle.

Mr. and Mirs. H. Napier Ioore spent Christmas beneath
the sunny skies of
Bahama Islands.
The golden sands and transparent sea water with its
temperature give Nassau one of the finest bathing beaches in
the world.

On November 9th, 1955, a prominent member of the Club,
lacey Amy, was
married to Mrs. Rosalie Berton, of St. Petersburg, Fla., at the
home of Miss
Hortense Sherman, St. Petersburg.
The ceremony was conducted by Dr. F. P. Anderson.
Congratulations and good wishes are extended to
Mr. end Mrs. Amy by the
Members of the Club.
On Decanber 5 Bernard Radley started upon a Transatlantic transcontinental business flight to India of six weeks' durance, visiting anong other places
Karachi, Bombay, Calcutta and other cCnmercial centres.
He will be on familiar

ground inasmuch as he spent five active years in India before caning
to Canada.

He expects to see various changes and sundry modern innovations
but there is
ways a changeless India which remains.

al-

MISCELIANY

*

Ed Corbett's entertaining biography,
cast on "Trans Canada MLatinee" during the first "Father, God Bless Him" is to'be broadtwo weeks of March, 1954 at 2:15 P.M..,

daily Monday to Friday,

Dr. Corbett has recently conpleted a biography of Dr. H.
H.

Tory for publication in the Spring.

-9The Globe and Mail of December 12 published an excellent picture of the
head of J. Harry Smith as fashioned by the Montreal sculptor, Orton iJheeler.
The
head is a fine piece of modelling and was shown at the Royal Canadian Academy Exhibition in the Toronto Art Gallery during December.
Harry Smith's recent illustrated story of Newfoundland is having a good sale as Canadians are becoming more
and more inquisitive about the new Tenth Province of the Dominion, its people and
its possibilities.
Several of the artists of the Club have sketched there and
are eulogistic of the hospitality of the Newfoundlanders.
A brief review of Ivor Lewis'
UThittaker in the Globe of January 4th.

acting activities was given by Herbert

William Colgate's monograph "Horace '.alpole on Milton" has been rated
by the book editor of the Globe and Mail as "Canada's most literary wcrk of
1953".
The Club had the pleasure of having Sir Cedric Hardwicke as a visitor
at the Club with Mavor Moore on December 16th.

*

The Canadian Medical Association is publishing a series of articles in
the daily Press upon sanme of the more prevalent ailments which plague the public,
with a view to informing the people of the cause, the symptoms, the treatment and
cure of these diseases.
These articles by outstanding specialists in the profession are authoritative and written so simply and lucidly that all may understand.
A recent one on rheumatoid arthritis is by Dr. 'Jallace Graham, a member of the
Arts and Letters Club and Chairman of the Medical Advisory Beard of the Canadian
Arthritis and Rheumatism Society.
In the course of the article Dr. Graham says:
"An unfortunate fallacy exists that gouty arthritis is caused by excessive wine, womaen and song.
This is totally untrue as gouty arthritis
is often seen in total abstainers."
This statement will be read with keen interest and relief by Dr. Graham's fellow
members in the Club because some of them may have arthritic friends who are total
abstainers.
HART HCUSE
Through the kindness of Harden Joseph McCulley we are able to give a few
notes of Hart House activities in which many members are intterested:
During the past summer two of the Common Rooms on the main floor of Hart
House were completely refurnished and redecorated.
Competent artistic advice in
this project was obtained from Bill Howard and Bill Tucker.
The Two Hundred and Fiftieth Sunday Evening Concert took place in the
Great Hall of Hart House on Sunday, 8th November.
The artists were Elizabeth Benscn
Guy, soprano; Greta Krause, Harpsichordist; Wolfgang Grunsky Group of Viols.

I

The Hart Hcuse Glee Club is sponsoring the publication of "The Hart House
Series for Male Voices" to include original ccmpositions or new arrangements of
suitable music.
The Editorial Board consists of Dr. Healy :'illan, Mr. Godfrey
Ridout and the present Director of the Glee Club, Mr. l7ard McAdam.
It is hoped

I

*

-10that this series may provide a publication outlet for that particular type of
music.

The Permanent Collection of Hart House paintings has been recently enriched by the purchase of two contemporary works - "Girl in thite" by Grant
Macdonald and "City - Back Elevation" by Sidney DIatson.
Members of the Arts and Letters Club who are also members of Hart House
are invited to participate in the Annual Senior Members Show in the Art Gallery.
Submission of paintings should be made by Friday, 26th February for the Show
which will take place 1st - 15th March, 1954 in Hart House.

-oOo--
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RECENT CIUB EVENTS

IADIES'

NIGHT, JANUARY 22nd

On Friday evening, January 22nd members' ladies
were invited to a
shoeing of photographs of the recent Christmas Dinner and performances of
the Chester Mysteries.
They saw a splendid collection of black-and-white bromide enlarge-

ments showing various views of the festive proceedings, expertly done by

John Fleetwood Morrow; and of kodachrome slides shaoing
not only the Dinner
proceedings but of the preparation of the decorations and stage sets and
some
of the rehearsals.
These slides were done by Alan Collier sad Chuck Matthews.
The Cloub is thankful to have three men to make these interesting permanent
During the evening our president, L. A. C. Panton, publicly congratulated James E. (Jimmy) Dean for capturing the honours at the Central Ontario
Drama

Festival.

MONTHIY DINNER, JANUARY 30th
At this event nearly 100 members gathered together in

a spirit of
goodefellowship which was aided by an excellent dinner and the preliminaries
The president proposed the toast to the Queen and afterwards referred feelingly to the sudden death of Ernest Dale, whidch had taken
place
on the previous evening.
The members stood in silence as a tribute of affec-

ti onate remembrance.

*

The subsequent delightful programme was given by Gordon
Hallett
who played a Chopin group, and by Ned Pratt, who read one
of
his
poems
of the
sea in his inimitable

style.
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SFORTHCOMING
OPERA NIGHT,

EVENTS

FEBRUARY llth

The editors hope this Letter will be in their hands in time to remind them of the Opera Night programme to be staged by Nicholas Goldschmidt.
Those vwho have been present at previous similar programmes arranged by Nick
Goldschmidt know how enjoyable they are.
LADIES'

NIGHT, FEBRUARY 18th

Members ladies and friends are invited in this evening to witness
a showing of coloured slides of James 7!ardropper's Scandinavian travels
last summer.
Jim will show them and be his own commentator.
MONTHI~
I
DINNER

27th,

The February monthly dinner will take place on Saturday, February
Notices concerning the programme will follow.
BOAR'S HEAD SLIDES

It is altogether probable that there will be a repeat showing of
the slides shown on January 22nd - perhaps in March.
THE SPRING SHOW
Members will have received the president's letter concerning the
forthcxmixg stage presentation in April or May to be directed by Robert
Christie.
A number of suggestions have already been sent in.
Other members
with ideas or who wish to help in any way should advise, promptly, Robin
Strachan at EMpire 4-8176, Office, or - preferably, KEnwood 8773, Home.
By the way, when the entertainment committee is making up its bill
for the Spring Show it should certainly include Messrs. Taylor, PFyer,
Hatton, Sheldon, Doucet,
Rayson, Cooper and Chapman, who composed the cast
of The Mummers in the Christmas Dinner programme.
It was an AI act but cut
too short.
CLUB PICTURE EXHIBITION
From January llth
to February 15th Charles Comfort has had an exhibition of his paintings - twenty-eight of them - in the Great Hall of the
Club. Most of them were comparatively new but some had been lent for the
occasion by the owvners.
It was a thoroughly enjoyable display of good draughtsmanship, shrewd
composition and restrained colour.
One veteran artist
especially who appreciated the show to the full was Fred H. Brigden, who chanced to come in for
lunch just after the exhibition opened. Mr. Brigden explained that away back
in 1914, when he opened his Jinnipeg office, he happened to see some strikingly good good work in a local art school by a lad named Charlie Comfort, work

'IlcG::? 9; i;
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so good that he took the lad on his staff then and there, and for a consider-

able number of years following, Charlie worked in happy association with Lr.
Brigden until he entered upon his o~n independent career as an
artist.
He could not have had a better apprenticeship
or received a more
thorough trainin than under
. Brigden.apprenticeship o r r c e ived a more
CHANGE OF STEIMARDS
On January 31set r. an iIrs. Vincent icDonald, the Club's stewards
since October
15th, ceased their connection with
the Club.
They have been
succeeded since that date by iMr. and Mrs. John Addison Vilson.
LMr.
ilson
says he is usually known as "Ad".
BOOK TAirTED

Keene
to the late
TaylorDale's
kindly play
lent reading
his 3 act play "All Things Being Equal"
Professor
group last Minter.
The play was
read privately

by a number of members of the group but has not been return-

ed.
IHe should like to be able to return this volume and would
ask every
member of this group to carefully check to see if this play
is in his posses-

sion.

mill the finder please give it

A HA~D~P

to Brendan

ulholland .

OF
IiM

To add a little
extra Christmas warmth to the affiliate affection
which has long
existed betw~een the Savage Club
in London and the Arts and
letters Club in Toronto our •r. "Chuck" Mlatthews
last December sent two goodly Canadian hams to the Savages in their
encampment by the Thames.
Their
Secretary, George Baker, on New
Year's Day returned thanks in
a highly amusing epistle orf keen appreciation innhich he rang the changes on the word
"ham" from Ham, the son of Noah
and father of Canaan, Cush and Phut,
through
the ages and down to the ham actors
who have done Hamlet to death in
the
20th Century; but then only
a Savage Chief with the imagination
of a Chef
steeped in Bacon could wax lyrical about the homely ham of culinary commerce.
Ie should like to send a royal haunch of Canadian venison to this acc
e.plish_
ed Baker to see what sort of a dainty dish of poesy he ould sere us by lishay
of Grace after Meat
p oe s y h e w o l d s e r e
us by ay
EARLY CANADIAI CHRISTTjIAS DIi\hER SUGGESTED
Prompted doubtless by the i1ediaeval Dinner last December a brother
that fember
Chri.")
.
suggests that lessons in conversational French be started so
that for Christmas, 1954, the Club can stage an Early Canadian Christmas
Dinnesr.
ell now there's an idea to be sure!
It floods the mind with memories and visions:the beckoning banquet hall, the blue blanket-coats
piped with
scarlet cloth complete with capote, the c.nture
fleche, the thick woollen
the
sockssleigh-bells,
and the moose-hide
moccasins,
the snowshoes, le tuque bleu, les
the peerless
pea-soup
an' ze w'isky blanc, la tabac
quesnel.
Alouette-ah, chantez alouette-ah:
;e reca]uiwith pleasure a
Painting by Charles U. Jefferys of beloved memory
in which he depicts

flambeaux,
rouge
noble
Champlain's
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plumed and r.oystering cavaliers right royally celebrating "The Order of Good
Cheer", marching into a raftered hall and bearing aloft great platters of
steaming dishes of fish, fowl and flesh. Helas, ou sont les neiges d'antan'
But come, let us (despite our lamentable lack of accents) exhume our schoolroom French in anticipation:
"Avez-vous le canif de mon pere? Non, - jamais
de la vie. Liasa J'ai
la plume de mon vieux oncle.
Vous me rend malade.
Taissez-vous, tu sale cochon! Pardong.
Lierci beaucoup.
Dont mention it".
And who better as guide and mentor than our Judge Frank Denton, to
whom Prof. Joseph Proulx, of St. Jerome, Que., has dedicated his illuminating
"Expressions Courants Anglais"? 7hen the Judge goes a-sketching in Quebec he
completely merges his identity in the local landscape and atmostphere, speaks
and thinks in French and doubtless dreams of l'ancien regime.
Should he unhappily be afflicted by a nightmare i& would probably be one of Percheron
strain.
In Quebec he shrugs his forensic shoulders as to the Lianoir born,
wears his fedora with a graceful Gallic insouciance, and relishes the tang
of garlic in the savoury potages, ragouts, haricots, marinades and other delectable dishes of Early Canada.
Vr'aiment, c'es un bon diable! The ideal
Batonnier of an Early Canadian Christmas Dinner!
En avant, mes enfants!
THE ORDER t F GOOD CHEER
The order of Good Cheer, referred to in the preceding paragraph was
and outstanding Club performance of earlier days.
It was originally produced
under the direction of the late John hurray Gibbon, then a member of this Club,
at the Quebec Music Festival in April 1928 and at Victoria,
B.C., in January
1929.
In December 1930 it was given at the Arts and Letters Club wfith a second
performance at a ladies' day shortly ofter. There wjere a chorus, several soloists
and an orchestra composed of Club members.
The music was directed by
Healey Uiillan.
CONGRATULATIONS TO JILIIY DEAN!
In the Central Ontario Drama Festival held at Hart House the week of
January 10 - 16, honours were taken by the Playcraftsmen's production of The
Rose Tattoo directed by James E. Dean.
The adjudicator, Graham Suter, gave all the awards to this production: for best production, best direction, best visual presentation, best performance by an actor and actress in leading roles, best performance by an
actor and actress in supporting roles.
The play is to be given at Fart House on February 18, 19 and 20.
"The Playcraftsmen" is the evening drania group of Central Technical School,
where Mr. Dean teaches.

*

David Ouchterlony, Douglas Elliott, Fred Silvester, Charles Peaker
and Gerald Bales are giving a series of organ recitals:
Ouchterlony at
Eaton iiemorial Church on February 20th, and March 13th; Silvester at Eaton
Memorial on Liarch 6th; Bales at St. Paul's Church on March 27th; Peaker at
St. Paul's on March 20th, April 3rd and 10th; Elliott at Bloor Street United
on February 13th.

- 5Ouchterlony's male chorus group "The Songmen" gave a delightful
The principal work on the
concert at Eaton Auditorium on January 25th.
programme was Brahms' Alto Rhapsody, an austere piece which demanded and
In this number the contralto soloist was Jean
received fine musicianship.
Fraser.
Godfrey Ridout will be directing The Gondoliers at Eaton Auditorium the week beginning February 9th.
The Society of Canadian Painter-Etchers and Engravers has sent
out a preliminary announcement of their 38th annual exhibition. Entry forms
and prints to be entered were to be sent to the Secretary not later than
February 9th; or Toronto prints to Fred Finley, 65 Uarland Avenue or Nicholas
Hornyanslcy, 44 Westmoreland Avenue.
Blake Tedman's design for a ten story garage to accomodate 400 cars
was pictured in the Globe and Mail of January 13th.
WJe note that flavor Moore is being spoken of as the possible first
at Canada's Stratford Shakespearean Festival next summer.
star
Canadian
On January 23rd The Toronto Music Lovers' Club, in which member
The composiBoris Hambourg is so interested, gave a Twilight Musicale.
Two succeedtions played included Schubert's great Trio in B flat Opus 99.
ing recitals are to be given on February 20th and March 20th.
Charles Peaker recently gave organ recitals in Cleveland and Akron,
organ at Christchurch in
Ohio; and on February 5th played the new iillis
He is
a short holiday.
enjoying
been
Devonshire S., Bermuda, where he has
nights
Tuesday
on
also broadcasting half an hour of organ music over CFRB
from 10 to 10:30. In spite of these activities he found time to write an
amusing essay for the Royal Conservatory Bulletin entitled "Choirmaster Wanted".
He concludes on a serious note with these beautiful lines by John Milton:
"But let my due feet never fail
To walk the studious cloisters pale
And love the high embow'ed roof
With antique pillars massy-proof,
And storied vwindows richly dight
Casting a dim religious light.
There let the pealing organ blow
To the full-voiced quire below
In service high and anthem clear
As may with sweetness in mine ear
Iissolve me into ecstacies
And bring all heaven before mine eyes".

x1.1 •
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R. A. Farquharson sent Christmas Greetings to his friends in the Club
from his N.A.T.O. office in Paris and says that he has just returned from a
trip to Rome, Athens, Ankara and Istanboul.
Bob's wife, Rica, has an interesting description of these travels in "Gossip" of January 21st.
For the first
time in four years L. R. Greene, of Ancaster, Ont.,
came in for lunch in mid-January and enjoyed meeting old friends among the
members.
However, Mr. Greene was well represented last December by several of
his pictures in an exhibition.
In the January 15th issue of Maclean's Magazine is a sprightly record by Robert A. Allen of Seven Continuous Days with T.V. and the day-by-day
impressions it stamped upon his consciousness.
And in chronicling his impressions on a iednesday afternoon he comments thus:"Let's Make Music".
Another top-notch children's programme in which David Ouchterlony taught the
kids how a beautiful little
tune could be composed on three notes, gave them
1
an ingenious lesson in rhythm,
ieally worth while and handled with the skill
to make it entertaining."

Sof

In January Murray and Donald Davis Co. Ltd., proprietors of The
Crest Theatre, Mount Pleasant Road, presented "Richard of Bordeaux", by Gordon
Daviot, an historical thriller
in which Earle Grey played the prominent part
the Earl of Arundel most effectively.
A good show throughout.
Luncheon guests of F. H. Brigden on December 14th were his nephew
"Gel" Brigden, head of the Brigden printing-house in Vinnipeg, and Mr. Nicholson of Brigden's Ltd., Engravers, Toronto.

CHAiTGE OF ADDRESS
Any Member whose post office address has
been changed for any reason is asked to
notify the Secretary to that effect.

MEW1I.O.D.E. CH}APTER ENTITLED "DR.

*

HEALEY IJ'ILAN"

"Service and Harmony" is the extremely apt motto of the 88th and
latest Chapter to be formed of the Imperial Order of the Daughters of the Empire,
the "Dr. Healey Hillan Chapter".
"Service" is peculiarly appropriate by reason
of the full
measure of service Dr. Jillan gives within the Church and to the
scribes and pharisees without; and surely "Harmony" is the cap which most happily befits this jovial, kindly Master of Musical Craft.
Dr. Wrillan's name was
chosen as the title
of the new Chapter to commemorate his contribution to the
musical service of the Coronation last Summer of our gracious Queen Elizabeth
II.
It is,
in truth, antther chapter in the volume of Healey V!illan's distinctions.

T.L

M
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UrI• SHAKESPEARE KILLED MERCUTIO
from a former member
The following self-explanatory letter appeared in the London Sunday
Times of October 25th and will be read with interest by his old friends and
fellow members of the Club:
"M'URDER CGS AUTHORS"
Sir.- VTith all due respect to such an eminent aithority as Professor
Churton Collins, his suggestion that the early elimination of Mercutio was becauseeven Shakespeare was unable to maintain such a high standard of wit and
elan is belittling both to his inspirational genius and his theatre craftmanship.
Surely the justification, indeed the necessity, for Mercutio's early
demise lies in the old saying which I heard quoted when I first
played in
"Romeo and Juliet" over fifty years ago: "If Shakespeare had not killed
Mercutio, Mercutio would have killed Romeo", meaning, of course, that Shakespeare had built up such a brilliant character and showy acting part in
Mercutio that had he been allowed to continue he would have overshadowed the
leading part of Romeo and thereby have destroyed the balance of the play.
Also, Shakespeare would have realized that there vas no place for Mercutio's
light-hearted raillery in the deep tragedy of the closing scenes of the play.

ALILAN TIILKIE,
Freshford, Bath.

OBITUARY
PROFESSOR ERNEST ABELL DALE
(1888-1954)
Members were profoundly moved to learn on Saturday, January 30th of
the death of Ernest Dale, which had taken place suddenly the previous evening.
Ernest was attending a performance at Hart House Theatre, where he
suffered a heart attack shortly after the curtain went up and expired in the
lobby in a few minutes.
The news was all the more shocking because Ernest had taken such a
prominent part in the preparation and performance of the Club's Christmas
festivities and the Chester Mysteries, when he was apparently in vigorous
health and enjoying life to the full.
Ernest Dale was professor of latin at Trinity and University colleges
with a profound knowledge of classical literature and drama.
^^

He was for years a leading classical actor Pnd director. He founded the Toronto Classical Club,
'ras one of the founders and first
director of
the University Players' Guilc, uond the Canadian Drama Award in 1946, became
chairman of the board of syndics and did translations of several plays.

!I
~
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Outside of his Arts and Letters Club activities his last work was at Hart House
in the University College Centenary Masque in October.
Among his wide interests were the Shakespeare Society of Toronto, of
which he had been President; The Sir I'alter
Scott Society of Toronto; The
Watsonian Society; The Classical Association of Scotland; and the Dickens Fellowship, of which he ',ras President at the time of his death.
Professor Dale also found a good deal of time for work with the Church
of England in Canada, having held a number of offices.
He was for many years
churchwarden of St. George's Church, Toronto.
Our President's Tribute
(Spoken at the Club on January 30th)
"There can be no member of this Club who did not feel a profound sadness on learning of the sudden death of Ernest Dale.
Ernest died on January 29th in Hart House Theatre, to which he had
given so much of t-e passionate love he bore for the drama.
In the long years
of his association writh this Club he had been an indefatigable and devoted worker, and as recently as the Christmas season he had delighted us all by his role
as one of the Three Kings in the Chester Mysteries.
He was a man of courage,
charm, a simple man, a good man.

of faith and ideals, a man of humour and

Of Ernest Dale it can be said, and truly said, that he himself built a
monument of deeply affectionate memories in all our hearts."

"TJHO GATHERED THIS FLOTJER"
The Editors of this Letter venture to pay a brief personal tribute to
the late Ernest Dale.
'During the past three years we have had frequent occasion
to invoke his aid and to draw upon the treasure house of his vast erudition in
matters appertaining to three subjects very dear to his heart - the Church,
the
Drama and the Classic Authors and his generous help was invariably given promptly and graciously.
!Jith his magnificent stature, his classic features and
his profound
scholarship Ernest Dale was an outstanding figure among the Seats of the Mighty.
INot least among his fine attributes was his transparent honesty of word and deed,
and the sincere affection of his countless friends was based upon a deep respect. for a learned scholar and a great gentleman.
'Jhy so great an asset to society should be taken away prematurely is
one of the mysteries of life.
There is an epitaph in an ancient English churchyard which might well be applied to our dear friend:
"nTho gathered this Flovwer?"
The Gardener answered,
"The Master".
And his fellow servants held their peace.

"is

'·
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The funeral service of Professor Ernest Dale was held at the Church
of St. George the Martyr, John Street, Toronto, at two o'clock on February 2nd.
Many Club members perticipated in the service which was fully choral with
Healey Willan at the organ; George McMurtrie and Scott Carter were pallbearers.
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RECENT CLUB EVENTS
OPERA NIGHT, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 11th

*

This was a most enjoyable event, provided for members and their
friends, a goodly number of whom attended. The programme consisted of
excerpts from operas provided by singers from the Opera Festival Company
directed by Nicholas Goldschmidt. The fresh young voices of the singers
were a delight and the pungent and witty comments of Nick Goldschmidt
were greatly appreciated.
The singers were Jeannine Perron, Patricia Rideout, Roma Butler,
Milla Andrew and Robert Goulet; and Nicholas Goldschmidt transcribed the
orchestral accompaniments to the Club's Steinway piano. The Club's thanks
to all of them',

LADIES' NIGHT, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 17th
The programme for this occasion was provided by Jim Wardropper,
who showed a selection of his kodachrome slides of the trip which he and
Mrs. •ardropper made last summer to England and to Norway, Sweden and
Denmark.
The pictures were delightful and Jim's comments on the countries
visited most informative.
In fact, the speaker would have liked to have
had more time in which to expand his renarks regardirg the mode of life in
the Scandinavian countries.
In conversation afterwards his views crystallized into the following:

*

"The Scandinavian peoples present a picture of a highly progressive and homogeneous society which has pioneered advancement in economic
reforms and social co-operation, producing an atmosphere of contentment unknown to many nations. These communities must be unique in the wide appreciation and developed achievement of art in everyday life, in the quality
of public housing and public buildings and the democratic state sponsorship
and support of all forms of creative talent.

tP~
-~i s

L

-2There seems to be an effective working alliance between artist,
producer and consumer, resulting in a sensitive feeling for fashioning
everyday objects so that they are functionally and aesthetically satisfyWhile there is a widespread historical sense, as evidenced by the
ing.
numerous collections of fine art in practically every town, there is also
a marked appreciation of contenporary applied arts designed to meet the
new needs of twentieth century living in the broadest sense of the word.
In each of the countries there are far reaching adult education programmes
encouraging the intense interest displayed everywhere in handicrafts, and
it is possible that this may explain the success of the Scandinavians in
in this troubled wcrld".
integrating a happy life
MONTHLY DINNER,

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 27th

Following the excellent dimer Kenneth
This was "Hobby" Night.
McMillan, Cyril Travers and Robin Strachan spoke about their hobbies,
which were, respectively, Record Collecting, Stones, and Book Collecting.
The definition of "Hobby" was given in the Notice of the Dinner
But President
as "A Favourite interest apart from one' s business".
Panton during his dinner speech said that "A hobby is an unpaid solitary
pursuit engaged in by one who is willing to go to a great deal of trouble
However that may be, each of the three
to make leisure easier to bear".
speakers described his own hobby with great enthusiasm.
Ken McMillan, who brought, fortunately, his own speaker equipment
with him, demonstrated by playing portions of records that discs at lower
and that
than standard prices were often quite comparable with the latter;
many of the old 78 rpm's were unsurpassable in quality.
Cyril Travers said that his hobby was "Stones" but amplified this
All the stones
by explaining that he cut and polished rocks of many kinds.
He
with which he worked were native Canadian, many from the Bancroft area.
of
his
method
home
and
in
his
apparatus
his
showing
projected lantern slides
made
and
that
he
designed
disclosed
sawing, polishing, etc. His slides
finger rings and other forms of jewellery in which he mounted the polished
agates and other semi-precious stones which he produced.
Robin Strachan explained that his interest in book collecting was
in that branch known as association books; that is, books which were associHe demonstrated by
ated with famous or notorious characters or occasions.
a number of books which he had with him just how these "associations" excited the interest of the collector and often impelled him to engage in interesting research with a view of getting more information relating to inscriptions or notations in the book which had originally created the interest in the book itself.
Fred Finley introduced the speakers and Jim Wardropper operated the
projector.
FORTHCOMING CLUB DATES
March 23rd, Tuesday, Ladies'

Night

Programme, a second showing (by request) of the Christmas Boar's Head
Colour Slides by Alan Collier and C. A. G. Matthews.

-3Forthcoming Club Dates (cont'd)

1

March 27th, Saturday, Monthly Dinner
April 3rd or 10th, Ladies' Night
Programme by Tom Daly of the National Film Board.
May 6, 7,

8

- Thursday, Friday, Saturday
The Spring Show

May 15th, Saturday, Annual Meeting
Election of Officers, etc.
(Fiscal Year ends March 31st.)
THE LIBRARY
Publications obtained for the Library but not previously noted in the
"Medieval Costumes in England
Monthly Letter include three books on costumes.
"The
and France" is a scholarly and well-illustrated volume by Mary Houston.
Mode in Costume" by R. T. wilcox includes hundreds of line drawings from early
"Historic Costuming" by N. Truman is a
Egyptian times to the New Look of 1947.
useful work, dealing principally with costuming for the stage.

*

The arts in Canada are represented by the Phaidon edition of "Canadian
Painters", the three-volume "Picture Gallery of Canadian History" by C. W.
Jefferys, Creighton and Senior's "Traditional Songs of Nova Scotia", and by
"Culture in Canada".
Albert Shea's summary of the Massey Report titled
Chosen for its possible assistance with the Christmas Dinner entertainment was "The Christmas Book", a delightful and interesting pot-pourri by Wyndham
Another book chosen for the same purpose arrived too
Lewis and J. C. Heseltine.
late to assist the Steward of the Household this year, but will doubtless prove
"How to Choose and Enjoy Wine",
its worth on future Club occasions: this is,
wines.
on
authorities
leading
written by eleven
From among purchases of a group of "remaindered" books, special mention
is deserved for "The Penrose Annual - 1951", the sumptious yearly production of
the British graphic art industry. Bargain shopping also accounts for the library's
"Recording Britain"; this work was
possession of three of the four volumes titled
published in association with the Pilgrim's Trust and contains a pictorial record
by many well known artists of the changing face of Britain.
For members whose interests embrace such diverse fields as etching and
engraving, printing, pottery, and records, these four books can be recommended
with confidence; "Etching and Engraving" by J. Buckland-Wright, "Printer's Progress"' by C. Rosner, "Medieval English Pottery" by B. Rackham, and "The Record
Year 2" by Sackville-Xest and Shawe-Taylor.
"Michaelangelo"
Further purchases include the following publications:
by L. Goldscheider; "Decorative Art" by Holmes and Frost; "The Artist and the
Country House" by J. Steegman; "Treen" by H. Pinto; "The Dance Encyclopaedia"
"The Architecture of Denmark", edited by the Architectural Press,
by A. Chujoy;
London; "Aspects of British Art" and "British Craftmanship", both edited by
W. J. Turner; and "Towards Modern Art" by J. Goldscheider,
An important book on Canadian Art
Compiled by the Arts and Letters Club in 1913

-4This additional Library note is written to direct specific attention
to the most important of recent purchases - "The Year
Book of Canadian Art 1913".
Curiously, a copy was not part of our library, although this
book was
compiled by members of the Club.
The bare facts in connection with the book are
that it is a substantial volume of 269 pages, with 52 illustrations and
55 contributors. But the important thing is the record it contains
of
the
contributions to the arts in Canada; for this reason the compilers of forty-one
years
ago are to be saluted for their achievement.
One cannot help but feel that it
would be a stimulating project for the Club to attempt to
publish a modern edition
of this work; yet it is an exercise that certainly could
not be lightly entered

upon.

PICTURE EXHIBITION BY TACON
An exhibition of paintings by Percy Tacon is the current show at the
Club.
Mr. Tacon is a recent member whose hours of duty as a teacher of Art at the
Ontario College of Education prevent him from visiting the
Club at noon except
occasionally.
This exhibition of his non-objective paintings will serve to
introduce him to his fellow-members.
One has heard many expressions of pleasure by members,
regarding the pictures of curvilinear design.

particularly

ARTISTS
Langley Donges had a two-week exhibition of his recent work at his
studio on Lytton Boulevard.
Jack Bush, now a member of a new group called "Painters Eleven",
cently gave an exhibition of abstracts at the Roberts Gallery.

re-

Nick Hornyansky is chairman of the annual exhibition of the Society
of
Canadian Painter-Etchers, being shown during March at the Royal Ontario Museum.
The George A. Reid award will be chosen during the display which
includes some
choice examples of etchings, aquatints, lithographs, serigraphs,
wood engravings,
wood and linoleum cuts.
And as usual there is always the chance of a bargain or
the advent of a new star in the etchers' firmament to add to the
attraction of
the show.
The 82nd Annual Exhibition of the Ontario Society of Artists was open1
ed by the Lieutenant-Governor on February 2Sth.
Forming part of the Exhibition
is a special showing of about forty pictures by the late J. Sydney
Hallam, as a
memorial to the artist.
MUSIC
Among members' activities in musical events noted recently were: Dr.
Healey Iillan, directing a recital of liturgical music at St. Mary Magdalene
Church on February 22nd . . . Boris hKabourg, in Twilight Musicale in
St.
George's Hall on February 20th . . . Sir Ernest Madiillan conducting
the T.S.O.
in concerts at Ann Arbor, Mich., and East Lansing, Mich., and guest conductor
at
a concert of the San Antonia, Texas, Symphony Orchestra on February 27th.
Nicholas Goldschmidt will conduct in May the first
radio performance
of "The Old iviaid and the Thief" on the BBC Third programme, and in June will
repeat the broadcast on the Brussels French network . . . George Coutts
in an

-5organ recital at Convocation Hall on February 15th . . . John Hodgins directing
the Bishop Strachan School Choir in a concert at Forest Hill
Collegiate on
February 23rd . . . Gerald Bales in recitals at Sherbourne United Church
on
February 4th, at St. Monica's Anglican Church on February 22nd, as guest
accompanist with the Orpheus Choir on March 1st, and as conductor of Schubort's
"Song of Miriam" with chorus and orchestra on March 4th, with Charles Peaker
at the organ . . . Gordon Langlois has written a charming suite for violin and
piano . . .
THE OPERA FESTIVAL
We understand this season's Opera Festival, in which many members are
interested, was a great success, both artistically and financially, every
performance playing to capacity houses.
Nicholas Goldschmidt was musical director;
Herman Geiger-Torel, stage director.
The operas presented were "The Consul", "La Boheme", "Rigoletto",
and
"School for Fathers".
The season ran from February 20 to March 6.

*

In commemoration of the day of Magyar Liberty and under the auspices
of the Toronto Hungarian Helicon Geza de Kresz, violinist, and Madam Norah
Drewett de Kresz, pianist, gave a concert of Hungarian
music in the concert hall
of the Royal Conservatory cf Music, on the evening of March
13.
A large audience enjoyed thoroughly a select programme of patriotic music by these
two gifted
artists.
It was in March, 1848, that Austria granted a democratic constitution
to Hungary after the heroic struggles of the Hungarians led by the
famous Louis
Kussuth against the Czar's armies.
Unfortunately Hungary enjoyed its independence for less than a century, only to become once more under
the dominance of
Russia. Nothing can destroy the Hungarian patriotic spirit,
however, and the
national tragedy is reflected in its music vith its blend
of tenderness and
strength.

THE PRODIGAL SON
opera
There
fully
Drive)

Many members will remember with pleasure the concert performance of the
"The Prodigal Son" given at the Arts and Letters Club on April 22nd, 1952.
is now an opportunity to see the acting version of this work
as it is to be
staged at the Forest Hill Collegiate Auditorium (Eglinton Avenue
at Vesta
on Iarch 23rd and March 27th at 8:530 P.M.

The libretto is by Herman Voaden, music by Frederick Jacobi.
At the
Club performance the music was played on two pianos by
the composer and his wife.
Mr.
Jacobi died in October, 1952, and on the present occasion
the pianists will
be Irene Jacobi and George Brough.
Congratulations to Voaden and best wishes&

George N. Maybee, Club member and organist and choirmaster of St. George's
O
CahneQrai,
Kingston, Unt., was at lunch on February 20th with Dr. Healey villan
from whom he received his musical training. Mr. Maybee is taking
forty boys of his
famous choir to London this sumnner as the guests of the Dean and Chapter of
Westminster Abbey where they will sing the daily choral service
for three weeks.
This is indeed a rare honour for it is the first
time in the history of the
P~/

·i-·c-fA

900-year
Abbey that an outside choir has taken over its daily musical services for old
a lengthy period.
St. George's choir itself dates from the foundation of the Kingston Parish in 1791, but its
is due to the intensive training of Mr. Maybeepresent high standard of excellence
during the past twelve years.
St. George's Choir has won renown in leading cities
both in Canada and the U.S.,
and its recordings and broadcasts have won high approval
in English musical
circles.
This invitation
perform the choral services in the venerable
liestminster Abbey for threetoweeks
next summer is the crowning glory of the Canadiam choir's career. It will be a wonderful
experience for the 24 boys and 16
men who will be selected for the great event, and Canadians
throughout the the
whole Dominion will take an absorbing interest
in their performance.
STUDIOS OF FORMER DAYS

The approaching demolition of the old Yonge Street Arcade,
from Yonge

Street into Lombard Street has various associations for older
Members.
It was
built
1883, just seventy years agone, and designed by Charles
Torontoin Street
A. Walton, a
architect. In its early days Mr. and Mrs.

George A. Reid had
their studio in the east end on the top floor,
and later on Curtis A. Williamson

hav
had his studio there and painted so
e notable portraits. George Reid was at
times absent on exCategoryd skething journeys and during his
absence gave both
Laura Dountz and Fred S, Challener the use of his studio
The Arcade had a
sort of Bohemian atmosphere about it which seellowded to attract
especial types of
tenants, shops which could be found no where else in the
city, and original

human characters haunted its pavements,

NEW MEMBERS
The following gentlemen have recently
been elected members of the Arts
and Letters Club:
Professional Category:
Donald A. J. Byers, Editor, 68 Meadowbank
Road, Islington
Alfred John

Elliott, Artist, 7 Dromore Crescent, Willowdale
Donald A. Freeze, Architect, Tecumseh Park
Road, Port Credit

Ernest E. H. Frost, Art Director, 38 Thorncrest Road, Islington
Charles Cowan Lamb, Artist, 47 hiverside Drive, Oakville,
Horace Lapp, Musician, 641 Lakeshore Road,
imico
Boyd Neel, CBE, BA, MRCS, LRCP, Musician, 21 Anglesey
Boulevard,
Toronto 18.
John McCombe Reynolds, Artist, 154 Glenrose Ave.,
Toronto
Boris Roubakine, Pianist, 11 Maple Avenue, Toronto
Non-Professional Category:
James Barry Cleveland, 38 Mount Clements Avenue,
Roland Pincoe, 12 Boustead Avenue, Toronto

Toronto

MIS CELLANEOUS
S
n
Students'

William Colgate
recently completed a history of the Toronto Art
League;
it is forhasimmediate
publication.

The Club is grateful to Mrs. Ingram for a collection of papers
relating to the Club, made by our late beloved member,
Norman Ingram.
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We notice John Layng's name appearing frequently in the press
in connedtion with his modern architectural designs.
A recent design is for a school in
Owen Sound which is termed "radical" because the building will be
circular instead
of the usual rectangular plan.
There is said to be a saving of 30 percent in the
outer wall as compared with the usual design and is the first
of its kind in
Canada.
Incidentally, the architects have one of the largest representations
in
the Club with more than thirty members.
Edgar Stone was recently elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Arts
of London, England. This society is one of the oldest learned
societies in
England, this year celebrating its
200th anniversary of continuous existence.
Other members in the Club are James t'ardropper, Scott Carter and R.
Y. Eaton.
Two
years ago the Society awarded a silver medal to A. Y. Jackson for
a paper delivered
before the Society on Canadian Art.
Robertson Davies adjudicated at Festival of the University of
Toronto
Drama Committee on February 13th.
"BQo" Farquharson, of the NATO staff, Paris, paid a flying
visit to
Toronto in mid-February and met many old friends at the Club
luncheon-table.

CLUB FEES
If you see the Club Treasurer somewhat distraught or in low spirits,
(the mental kind) it is because he is required by the Executive Committee
to present to them at their next meeting the names of all members
who, despite repeated
requests, have neglected to send in their cheques, now eleven months
overdue.
Members will save the Treasurer and themselves considerable embarrassment
if they
attend to this matter immediately.
THE LATE ERNEST DALE
A personal recollection by Ernest Morgan
I first
met Ernest Dale in November 1919, the year Hart House Theatre
opened.
Roy Mitchell was the director.
If memory serves Ernest Dale was President of the Players' Club of the University of Toronto
and was the leading mover
in reviving it at the end of World War 1.
The criginal plans of Hart House called for a rifle
range where the
little
theatre now is.
It was generally understood that it was the influence
of Ernest Dale and Roy Mitchell with Vincent Massey that
brought about the change
in the plans.
Of course Vincent's and Raymond's love of theatre would also be an
important factor.
Ernest Dale was on the Board of Syndics of Hart House Theatre for
many
years and was still
a member at the time of his death.,
In

December 1919 Dale played the role of the second King in
the Chester
Mysteries,
He played the role in every revival since that time, including the
one
at the Club last Christmas.
For the first time in the thirty-four years of
Chester Mysteries performances Ernest directed that production.
He was the

r'

'*
unanimous choice of those of us left
sentation with him.

who appeared in

the original Hart House pre-

Some verses by the late Professor E. A. Dale, after the performances
The Chester Mysteries at The Arts and Letters Club on January 4th, 1954, which, of
he said, "suggested themselves to me at this season because of the play."

The Angel Speaks
See where the Child
Comes into light!
See where the Maid
Brings Him to birth
Pure undefiledl.
For angels a sight Lowly is laid

God's Son upon earth'

*Shepherds

Joy from on high
Fills earth the while,
Now evermore
Love dwells with men.
come nigh,
See the Babe smile:
Kneel and adore
Your Saviour, Amen.

OBITUARY
On February 16th the death occurred of Lieut.-Col. Frank Moss at
the
age of 87,
Col, Moss was a member of the Arts and Letters Club from 1944 to
1948.
In his earlier years he was a keen horseman, yachtsman and athlete.
Later he was known for his long fight endeavouring to clear the name
of his
friend Aemilius Jarvis - a truly remarkable instance of a devoted
friendship.

--
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LADIES' NIGHT, MARCH 23rd
The entertainment consistedof a repeat showing, by special
request,
of the colour slides of the Christmas Dinner, its preparation,
rehearsals
and so on, which had been made by Alan Collier and Chuck Matthews.
The clever work of these members showed up to even better
advantage on a second showing.
The large number present had a pleasant social evening,
refreshments being served in the lounge after the screening.

THE MARCH MONTHLY DINNER
The monthly dinner held on March 27th was attended by some
82 members and guests.
The President, L. A. C. Panton, in his post-prandial remarks referred in eloquent terms to the late Monro Grier,
who died on March
23rd. His words are quoted elsewhere in this letter.
After the President's address the members stood in
one minute as a tribute to our late member.

silence for

The subsequent programme was greatly enjoyed, consisting
of a
piano group by Boris Roubakine, an interlude by Eric Aldwinckle
and a showing of a very fine scenic film.
Mr. Roubakine played a group of pieces by Brahms, Schubert,
Faure, Debussy and Villa Lobos, with his usual disinction
of style. Boris
has recently become a member of the Club and this, we believe,
is the first
occasion cn which he has played in the Great Hall
at a private Club function.
Aldwinckle's contribution was a highly amusing tape recording,
recorded by Eric himself, of an Ogden Nash satire on the
English, and a reply
in similar vein, said to be by an English authoress whose
name we did not
catch, but which we strongly suspect was a clever piece
done by Aldwinckle

himself.

I

SThe

film shown was "The Seasons" recently purchased by Imperial
Oil Co. for showing throughout Canada. The film was projected by Gerry
Moses and was the work of Chrisopher Chapman, a 26-year old son of the
late Alfred Chapman, a past president of the Arts and Letters Club and
well-known to and loved by many of our membetrs
we learned that Christopher spent the best part of a year in the
producing of this film, which was made entirely on the grounds of the
Chapman summer home on the shore of Lake Simcoe.
The record of the passing
of the seasons was fascinatingly beautiful.
The locale was familiar to many in the Club as Christopher's
father often extended hospitality to members, and on at least one occasion
invited the whole Club to a picnic on the estate.
careeri

The Club's best wishes to Christopher Chapman in his chosen
THE APRIL PICTURE SHOW

S

From March 22nd until April 26th the exhibition on the walls of
the Great Hall consists of photographic studies by John Steele, A.ID.P.,
A.R,P,$. Among outstanding portraits, some of which have received Awards
of the Ontario oociety of Photographers, we notice striking prints of a
number of Club members - Pat Richards, Sir Ernest MacMillan, Charles
Comfort, Geoffrey Waddington, Alec Panton, Robert Christie, David Ouchterlony and Godfrey Ridout.
THE SPRING SHOW
"ONE FOR THE BIRDS"
MAY 6-7-8
Rehearsals for this show are proceeding with much zest. On March
25th a large group assembled at the Club for preliminary readings and organization. Great enthusiasm was shown and under the direction of Robert
Christie and Bruce Belfrage members can confidently look forward to a show
in the best traditions of the Club.
It seems to us that when an opportunity
for securing tickets is announced it would be the part of wisdom to buy
them early.
THE LIBRARY
Probably the greatest publishing event in the last year was the
appearance of the first four volumes of the Pelican History of Art. This
great project has scheduled the production-of four volumes per year for a
period of twelve years, and will unquestionably be the most complete and definitive work on art and architecture in the English language.
Under the
general editorship of Nikolaus Pevsner, Slade Professor of Fine Arts in the
University of Cambridge, each volume will be written by a European or American scholar recognized as an outstanding specialist in his subject.
This
exceptional history, when completed, would alone form the basis of an important library on the visual arts, and for this reason Club members will

4"
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doubtless be pleased to learn that the first
four volumes in the series are
now to be found on the "New Additions" shelf in the library. The
titles
and authors are as follows:
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF INDIA
THE ART AND ARCHITECTURE OF FRANCE 1500-1700
ARCHITECTURE IN BRITAIN 1530 - 1850
PAINTING IN BRITAIN 1530 - 1790

-

Benjamin Rowland
Anthony Blunt
John Summerson
E. K. Waterhouse

For all interested in plays, and particularly for those involved
with the techniques of producing the Spring Revue, one of the
new additions
may be of considerabl interest; this is the 1955 revision of PRODUCING
THE
PLAY, by John Gassner.
The work combines with THE NEW SCENE TECHNICIAN'S
HANDBOOK, and covers all the mechanics of stagecraft for any type
of production, as well as containing general articles on various facets
of the
theatre by a number of contributors.

S

Second-hand copies of six books dealing with the arts in Canada
are currently on display; these are PEINTURE CANADIENNE, par Maurice
Gagnon; A HISTORY OF CANADIAN JOURNALISM, edited by members of the Canadian
Press Association; A SHORT HISTCRY OF CANADIAN ART, by Graham McInnes;
SONS
OF CANADA, by Augustus Bridle (the drawings in this book were done
by Fred
Challener, whose name is incorrectly spelt on the title-page); ARS LONGA,
by Newton MacTavish (this poorly written book is redeemed by interesting
anecdotes about many artists,
and by the reproduction of artist's
signatures
from Fred Challener's original collection); A CANADIAN ART MOVEMENT
by F. B.
Housser (we wish we had Bill Hogarth's copy of this history
of the Group of
Seven, because of the marginal notes it contains by Thoreau MacDonald).
Gifts to the library include A HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY
COLLEGE, donated by T. A. Reed.
It was pointed out by Mr. Reed - who was
General Editor of the work - that a number of club members had contributed
to, and were closely associated with, this publication; among these were
William Colgate, the late Ernest Dale, Scott Carter, Keith Hicks and
Walter
Moorhouse.
Another book has been received from the library of Harry Tedman.
Titled NORWEGAN, it contains many pleasing photographs of the towns
and
countryside of Norway.
The Kingsport Press of Tennessee has given the Club a very interesting work titled
BOOK ILLUSTRATIONS; in it are to be found a reproduction
of one of the works of all the great book illustrators from earliest times.

NOTES ABOUT NEW MEMBERS
WILLIAM SHELDEN
*Bill

Shelden was born in 1898 at Melbourne, Australia.
He proudly boasts that his ancestors paid their own fares to that country
in 1855,
and that he has the ticket stubs to prove it.
He studied engineering,

n^
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served in the Australian Army in the first world war and in the Electrical
and Mechanical Engineers Corps, Canadian Army, in world war 2. Once hoped
to sing in grand opera; did roles in Rigoletto and other operas; decided
the going was too tough and went back to engineering in 1951. Still hopes
to be a good actor; has done a number of roles, including four different
parts in Macbeth with Wilson Knight. (Drama Committee take notel)
Among his hobbies is photography; has had prints accepted by
Toronto Camera Club, to which he belongs, and has had colour slides accepted by International Colour Slide Exhibition. He collects antique glass of
the beverage container variety; also volumes on all phases of Australian
life. Belongs to the Royal Canadian Military Institute and is chairman of
committee of RCEME Corps Assocation.
During the Christmas
working members as "The Terror
of "Measure for Measure".
All
offer help, full of energy and
more?

Dinner season he quickly became known to
of the Tape" and gave an expert performance
in all, a fine asset to the Club; quick to
- a wonderful listener. Who could ask for

JOHN E. GRIER, C.A.
John Grier, one of our newest members, is the son of Sir Wyly
Grier, who is a charter member and was President for two years, 1910-12.
He is the nephew of Monyro. Grier of beloved memory, another former President, whose recent death is recorded elsewhere in this Letter.
John Grier has the family artistic temperament and wields a facile
brush during his leisure hours. In the business warld he practises his profession of Chartered Accountant in the Cartwright Building, 2081 Yonge
Street.
It is good to have a younger member of the Grier family in the
Club to carry on its traditions.
BOYD NEEL,

CBE.,

BA.,

MRCS.,

LRCP.

Boyd Neel became Dean of the Royal Conservatory of Music last
September. He has an international reputation as a musician. A number of
years ago he gave up an established medical practice to adopt a musical
career and formed the Boyd Neel String Orchestra, an organization which has
become famous throughout the musical world, and is especially noted in
these parts for its interpretations of the Concerti Grossi of Handel, the
records of which are a "must" among collectors.
Dr. Neel is a musician of finest ability and great energy and
Canada stands to gain greatly in its musical life by his residence in this
Country.
In addition to his own orchestra Dr. Neel has been guest conductor of most of the great orchestras in Britain and Europe and it is to be
hoped we shall have an opportunity of hearing him in a similar capacity
with Canadian orchestras.
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ERIC ALDT~NCKLE GOES TO RUSSIA
Eric Aldwinckle advises us that he is to have the extraordinary-experience of spending three weeks in Russia, leaving by air on April 8th.
He is one of twelve artists invited by "The USSR Society of Cultural
Relations between Foreign Countries" to enjoy their hospitality for
three
weeks to see their works and meet their artists, at their expense.
The
group of twelve is made up of painters, musicians, writers, architects,
actors, producers, etc.
At time of writing this the only other name we
know is that of Fred Varley.

waistcoat.

Eric says that for protection he is

wearing his green corduroy

KIT CARSON ILL
We are extremely sorry to learn that Major I. D.
a patient in Sunnybrook Hospital, (Section 4B Centre).
He
medical care for some weeks.
VWe have pleasant memories of
able abilities in theatricals and know he would appreciate
friends in the Club.

(Kit) Carson is
has been under
Kit's remarkhearing from

ASSIGNMENT IN AUSTRALIA

SDr.

Otto Holden has recently returned from Australia after a
visit
of several weeks on a consulting engineering assignment with the Snowy
Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority. Representatives of the Authority
visited Ontario some time ago for the purpose of inspecting several of Ontario
Hydro-electric installations, during which they requested that the services
of a senior Ontario Hydro engineer be made available for consultation
in
Australia. Dr. Holden, who is regarded as one of the world's outstanding
hydraulic engineers, was chosen for the job.

Dr. Holden's specific assignment was to examine and report on the
plans of the Authority and proposed methods for the construction of a hydroelectric project being undertaken in the SnowyMountains in southteastern
Australia.
Member Dr. Charles W. Dunn, who is assistant professor of English
at the University of Toronto, has been awarded a Nuffield Travelling Scholarship for his Celtic studies on Ireland and the twelfth century renaissance.
This is one of three fellowships given to Canadian scholars in the fields
of
the humanities and social sciences.
Dr. Dunn will be engaged in research
in the British Isles over the next year.
We are glad to learn that one of John Coulterts plays "Sleep My
Pretty One" is slated for production in England in the near future.
A

professional reading of the play was given recently in the Court Theatre,
London.

li*1
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A group of songs, settings of old English poems, composed by Dr.
Welfgrd Russell, were sung by Lois Marshall at a Trans-Canada CBC broadcast on March 14th. The accompaniments were played by another Club member,
Weldon Kilburn, who has been the teacher and coach of Miss Marshall. Dr.
Russell, who is modesty personified, was induced to sing one of his songs
in similar vein at a Club dinner about a year ago. Those present remember
the charm of this number.
William Colgate's book, just published, on the Toronto Art
Students' League (1886-1904) is of particular interest to the Arts and
Letters Club because so many of the artists who laboured for the success of
the League later were among the mainstays of the young A & L C. Among them
Robert Holmes,
we notice W. W. Alexander, Fred Brigden, Fred Challener,
Owen Stapes and Charles W. Jefferys.
Willson Woodside addressed the Canadian Club on March 15th on
the subject "France Tied in Knots". He pointed cut that in spite of political and donmestic instability modernization of industry was proceeding apace.
The sympathy of the Club goes out to John Manning, whose mother
died suddenly in England. By the marvel of modern transportation John was
able to attend the funeral, which took place on Monday, March 22nd, by
flying from Canada on the previous day.
OBITUARY
ALEXANDER MONRO GRIER, Q.C.
died March 253rd, 1954,

aged 93

With the passing of Monro Grier a link with the Club's early history has been broken. A member for over forty years, he was President during the Club year 1924-25. He was in former days active in Club life, keenly interested in the stage, was in the cast of many a performance at the
Club and was for many years a member of the Hart House Theatre company. The
late Gus Bridle, who was intimately acquainted with Mr. Grier, in his "Story
"Monro Grier was our first forensic and
of the Club" has this to say:most stately President. He was the first President that ever gave members
the complete sensation in all his official speeches - even in casual
comments - of listening to a clear exposition of orderly ideas. Nothing in
the Club's ideology was to him inseparable from concise, well-modulated
diction. Having read much in Shakespeare, he was himself such a character
1
might have put into a play. Now and then he delighted to be a
as the bard
character - in appropriate costume - in some refined comedy burlesque, in
which he was always a classic . . . To have had Monro Grier for President
reminds the Club of the good old stately days when radio, movies, phonographs and Spring Revues were not in the Club agenda".
One's personal recollections of Monro Grier include an occasion at
a monthly dinner when a Mock Parliament was on the programme. Monro had

-7spoken as an advocate for the affirmative side,, when it happened that a
speaker scheduled to support the negative side failed to turn up; and so at
the last minute Grier was asked to fill the place of the absentee. Without
any preparation he did so and proceeded to demolish the position he had
just taken on the opposite side. One remembers also that when he became
president he remarked at lunch that he should make a point of getting personally acquainted with as many members as possible, and that to accomplish
this he intended to sit at a different table every day.
Alexander Monro Grier was born in Portland, Australia, the location of one of the earliest settlements in the State of Victoria. He
attended school in England, and after coming to Canada was a student at
Upper Canada College. In 1884 he was called to the Ontario Bar and became
in 1902.
a K.C.
Later, he was noted for his services as counsel in arbitration and
litigation cases, and on a number of occasions acted as counsel before the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council.
He was in demand as an after-dinner speaker, and during the first
world war spoke constantly in Canada and the United States at meetings held
for the purpose of helping the cause of the British Empire and Allies.
The funeral service took place on March 26th in St. Simon's AngliThe service was conducted by
can Church, of which Mr. Grier was a member.
Moore, D.D., of Cincinnati, Ohio.
J.
F,
the Rector, Canon C. A. Moulton and Rev.
Many members of the Club were present to pay their last respects and among
*th3 honorary pall bearers were Ivor Lewis and A. T. Wilgress.
OUR PRESIDENTIS TRIBUTE
At the Monthly Dinner on March 27th President Alec Panton paid his
respects in the following words:
"Yesterday Monro Grier went to his last resting place. He died in
his 94th year. He was a member of the Club for many years and more
than a generation ago was its President.
He was in every sense a distinguished man who lived according to
the creed that dignity is the essence of the true gentleman. He
distinguished himself in his profession, and outisde of it gave
the richness and the depth of his love for Shakespeare to the amateur stage. Yet, he was a humble man, who knew as well as any ohe
the significance of the words of Prospero: "We are such stuff as
life is rounded with a sleep".
dreams are made of, and our little
In these turbulent and bewidlering times we ought not to forget
that something of the life and sentiment of this Club to which we
now give our loyalties was formed out of the qualities of such men
as Monro Grier."

4'...

A MEMBER'S PERSONAL RECOLLECTION OF MONRO GRIER
One of his oldest friends recalls his first memory of Monro Grier.
"It was in Cobourg, in 1885. The Riel Rebellion had just been quelled and
Donald Smith (subsequently Lord Strathcona) had driven the last golden spike
into a railroad tie in the Eagle Pass, Rocky Mountains, to mark the completion of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the C.P.R. was busily adjusting
the claims of various contractors by a series of arbitrations and law-suits.
One of the arbitrations was being held in the Court House of Cobourg, a
town on Lake Ontario famous as a cool summer resort and also
charming little
for the remarkable number of extremely beautiful girls who lived there:
daughters of the local aristocracy, well educated and enchanting. Into this
peaceful backwater - an ideal spot for the adjustment of grievances - there
came a Board of Arbitration with its complement of adjudicators, clerks,
experts, wiseacres et als There were the austere Judges in Banco Reginae,
the stately Princes of the Bar representing the contestants, and a flock of
young lavwyers, engineers and clerks to "devil" for the great men, and witIt is not hard to picture the effect of the impact of this
nesses galore.
coterie of bright young men upon the bevy of rural beauties in Cobourg,
where the homes of the leading citizens were opened to greet the newcomers.
There were garden-parties, lawn tennis games, card parties, country drives,
picnics, outings on the Lake, and country walks along lovers' lanes, and a
general fluttering among the dove cotes of the old town. And prominent in
the ranks of the bright young men there assembled was Alex Monro Grier,
blonde and goodly to look upon, immaculately garbed, a gallant with a musical voice, a flowing fund of apt quotations, a quick and subtle wit, an
incomparable dancer and an Old World courtesy which could blend deference
with delicate daring: no wonder that this golden youth was a prime favorite with those he nmet, young and old alike. As the twig is bent so is the
tree inclined, and it was natural that as he matured with the passing years
he became the friendly conciliator, the wise counsellor, the convincing
pleader and the master orator who could sway great audiences with the magic
of his eloquence. He has vanished, but I shall always remember him as I
first saw him in Cobourg, fair and smiling in the glowing Morning of
Youth."

(

DR. WILLIAM L. ROBINSON, B.A., M.B. , F.R.CP,

*&

(Canada)

Members of the Club were saddened by the sudden death on March
Dr. Robinson was professor
26th of Dr. William Robinson, at the age of 69.
of pathology at the University of Toronto, associate director of the pathoMuch of his work as
logy department and lecturer in medical jurisprudence.
pathologist involved diagnosis of cancer, a subject on which he was a world
authority. Dr. Robinson was one of the key men in the task of identifying
He was a member of the
the charred bodies in the Noronic diaster in 1949.
missed by his
greatly
be
will
and
years
many
for
Club
Letters
and
Arts
friends.

- 9 DR. CHARLES GORDON SMITH
Some time ago the Club learned of the death of a non-resident
member, Dr. Charles Smith of Halifax, Nova Scotia. We ascertained the following facts and record them here with the Club's sincere regret at the passing
of a member. Dr. Smith was born at Pictou, N.S., August 22nd, 1893. Educated at the High School, North Sydney, N.S.; Dalhousie University, 1909-13;
Dalhousie University, Faculty of Medicine, 1914-15; with Armed Forces World
War I, 1918-19. Graduated in Medicine University of Toronto 1922. During
World War 2 was M.O., C.G.S. Lady Nelson. He died at Camp Hill Hospital,
September 1st, 1953. Was on the staff of that hospital.
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CLUB EVENTS
FILMS AND REFRESHMENTS ON LADIES'

*

NIGHT

Frequent showers of rain descended on Saturday evening, April 10th,
but nevertheless an audience of 106 people were present in the Great Hall of
the Club to enjoy the presentation of a series of remarkable films and the
coffee and cakes which followed. The films were made and presented by Tom C.
Daly who prefaced each film with explanatory comments.
There were seven films
in all: Neighbours, Fiddle-de-dee, Corral, The Majority Vote, The Photographer, Each Man's Son, and the Romance of Transportation in Canada. Most of the
films had a humourous touch to them and evoked a good deal of laughter.
The
Corral gave a vivid picture of the corralling, roping and training of a range
horse in the ranching region of the Western prairies of Canada in earlier
days - a real thriller. The history of transportation in Canada began with
the romance of the couriers des bois with the canoe and dog-teams traversing
the wildernesses of the north and west and brought it up to air-service of today. Mr. Daly won a British Film Academy award for this film. Altogether an
evening packed with very pleasant entertainment.
Tom Daly, by the way, is a
son of R. A. Daly and brother of Dick, both of whom are Club members.
THE MAY PICTURE EXHIBITION
From April 26th to May 31st the Club walls were graced by pictures
in various media by the members of the Society of Canadian Painter-Etchers and
Engragers.
Following that, there is to be an exhibition of Japanese prints,
something we have not had in the Club for a very long time.
Concerning the present show, it includes the Reid Award Print,
William A. McCloy's "The Potter", one of the foremost prints of the day.
Hornyansky' s colour aquatint "Pre-Dawn" is one of those chosen to hang in this
year's "National Print Show" in the Library of Congress,
iashington. It may
be of interest that Nick Horryansky has been arranging the shows of the
C. S. of P.-E. since 1939, with a record of over 400 exhibitions in Canada and
23 reaching as far afield as South America.
We regret to say, as we write the above, that Nick is laid up with
BI.
'r-,n:

-2He sends his regards to all members and we
a heart ailment due to overwork.
express the hope, for the Club that by the time these words are read he will
be around again.
The Annual Meeting of the Club, postponed from April 24th, was
held on May 15th, and the results of the voting for the eight new Executive
Committeemen are as follows:
Howard Chapman
Yvon Doucet
Robert Hubbard
John Morrow

-

Chairmen of Committees,
Letter next Autumn.

Oxford McNeill
lan Cameron
Philip Clarke
Fred Shaw

(Pro)
(Pro)
(Pro)
(Pro)

(Pro)
- (Non-Pro)
- (Non-Pro)
- (Non-Pro)

etc., will be given in the ensuing issue of the Monthly

THE LIBRARY
This month attention is being drawn to a number of pamphlets,
booklets, brochures, and catalogues, which are to be found on display in the
library. Bibliophiles should be particularly interested in the inclusions
within the last-mentioned item, for the catalogues show much diversity and
scope. Among these inclusions is a Creasser-Tyrrell catalogue, issued by the
rare-book department of Tyrrell's and devoted exclusively to Canadiana.
Several volumes of the catalogue titled "The Month at Goodspeed's have been
obtained, these deal principally with rare editions of works to be found in
that well-known old book shop in Boston. Among catalogues from several dealers in London, probably the most interesting are two from Henry Sotheran
one deals with books on art, the other with rare and interesting
Limited:
works, and both will repay study by the book-lover.
Another addition to the library which is warthy of comment is a
little booklets from a series titled "Readers Guide", publishof
collection
Book League by Cambridge University Press. Each is
National
ed for the
written by an expert in his field; the subject-matter is dealt with clearly
in the space of a few pages, and is followed by a selected bibliography.
The titles and authors of the works obtained to date are as follows: BOOKS
ABOUT MUSIC, Hubert Foss; PLEASURES OF READING, Holbrook Jackson; POTTERY
AND PORCELAIN, W. B. Honey; ENJOYING POETRY, C. Day Lewis; ENGLISH FURNITURE,
R. W. Symonds; FILM, Roger Manvell; BOOK COLLECTING, Michael Sadleir.
Further descriptive material obtained includes lists of works published by the Metropolitan Museum and the Museum of Modern Art in New York,
These lists include such publications
and by the National Gallery in London.
as books, catalogues, reproductions of pictures, coloured post-cards, and
film strips. From the National Gallery list three illustrated catalogues were
and these are now to be found on the "New Additions" shelf. The
*chosen,
three catalogues deal with The British School, The Italian School, and The Continental School (other than the Italian).

~C~1
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It is very gratifying to be able to report that recent donations have expanded that section of the library which is devoted to the
published works of members.
Dr. Corbett has given an autographed copy of his current book
J. Harry Smith, a non-resident member has been visit"Henry Marshall Tory".
for our library a copy of his book
ing the Club. from Montreal, and has left
Besides being the work of a member, this and
"Newfoundland Holiday".
titled
Dr. Corbett's book are of additional interest because of dealing with the
William Colgate, one of the Clubts most distinguished
Canadian scene.
This
writers, has presented a copy of his work "Horace Walpole on Milton".
Colgate's
in
handsome, privately printed monograph is based on material once
A
possession, and is an admirable addition to the Milton bibliography.
splendid two-Volume work to delight the literary-minded has been donated by
Titled 'tMajor British vWriters", it presents excerpts from Charles Dunn.
and critical notations on - the works of the important writers from Chaucer
The work, which was prepared by a distinguished editorial board,
to Eliot.
will provide an excellent source of reference for our library. Although
kept in the "Literature" section, it may be considered in part the work of
a member, because Charles edited the section on Chaucer.
The late Ernest Dale was regarded with affection by so many
that it is pleasant to report that through the courtesy of William
*members
one a book on the
Colgate the Club has become possessed of two mementos:
Christian Student Movement written by Dale entitled "21 Years A-Building",
and the other the script of a talk on "Book Collecting as a Hobby" broadThose members who enjoyed the talk on
cast by him a number of years ago.
Book Collecting given a short time ago in the Club by Robin Strachan will
enjoy reading this essay by Ernest Dale.
1954 SHAKESPEARE FESTIVALS
The Earle Grey Shakespeare Company
Shakespeare Festival in
This Company established the first
Canada six years ago, and Earle Grey is to be congratulated on the increasing success of each year's series of performances.
The 1954 season will run from July 5th to July 31st in the
quadrangle of Trinity College. Macbeth will be given for two weeks, July
On the Sun5-17; As You Like It, July 19-24; Twelfth Night, July 26-31.
will
music
18th and 25th, concerts of Elizabethan
day evenings July llth,
Club
The
be given in Strachan Hall, mainly on contemporary instruments.
wishes Earle Grey and his players every success.
The Stratford Festival
*This
Measure,

year's cycle of performances is to consist of Measure for
The season will run
of the Shrew, and Oedipus Rex.
Taming
The

frcn June 28th to August 21st.
Cecil Clarke will direct the first
of these
and Dr. Guthrie the other two.
James Mason is the Star and in the cast is
Robert Christie, Club member who did such good work in directing the Spring
Show, who will play the Provost in Measure for Measure, the Pedant in The
Taming of the Shrew, and a member of the chorus in Oedipus Rex.
We note that Howard Grubb has been awarded the 1954 Allied Arts
Medal by the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada for "Outstanding
achievement in the fields of arts allied to architecture",

William Colgate has been credited with a discovery of interest
to University circles.
It is the final calendar of King's College, issued
in 1849, listing meetings of the official bodies of vhat is now the University of Toronto, the lectures available, etc.
On January 1st, 1850 the
nomenclature of the institution became the University of Toronto.
On April 22nd Dr. Lorne Pierce received in absentia the honorary
degree of Doctor of Divinity from United College, University of Manitoba.
The degree was granted in absentia on account of the death of Dr. Pierce's
*wife,
Edith G. Chown Pierce, which occurred on April 253rd.
Mrs. Pierce was
associated with her husband in founding the collection of Canadiana at
Queen's University and had helped to establish a research centre in Canadian Church history in connection with the archives of the United Church of
Canada.
We record here a sincere expression of sympathy from the Club to
Dr. Pierce.

We wish also to extend the sympathy of the Club to P. M. (Pat)
Richards on tne untimely death of his son-in-law, William J. Crighton,
which occurred on April 27th, after a long illness.
A new member of the Club who has gained distinction in the field
of Public Relations is John A. Brockie, who is mentioned as an outstanding
figure in the sphere of Public Relations.,

OUTSTANDING BIOGRAPHY OF A GREAT CANADIAN
In Canadian educational circles the outstanding book of the day
is "Henry Marhsall Tory: Beloved Canadian", by Dr. E. A. Corbett.
Son of
a Nova Scotian farmer, Dr. Tory (1864-1947) by the breadth of his intellectual abilities, indomitable courage and intense energy founded four Universities - Vancouver, Edmonton, Carleton of Ottawa, and Khaki of World War I
- and the crowning triumph of the National Research Council of Canada, as
enduring monuments of his long stewardship.
The story of his life
is

·rflI
·

- 5penned with skill and affection by his friend and disciple, Dr. "Ned" Corbett,
and well merited the distinction of an editorial eulogy in the Toronto Globe
At this late date - May 10 - and the restricted remaining space
and Mail.
it is impossible to say more of this enthralling narrative except to pay
tribute to the biographer, until 1951 Directorof the Canadian Association for
He knows intimately the four
Adult Education, and a native of Truro, N.S.
quarters of Canada, has already four quick-sellers to his credit, including
nFather - God Bless Him'.", and - if the gods are propitious - there will
presently appear another by "Ned" Corbett, God bless him'
President Snowdon of Brading Breweries Ltd., has announced the
Mr. Venables is the
appointment of F. Kendrick Venables as his Assistant.
of the Arts and
Treasurer
a
former
Venables,
G.
Francis
late
the
son of
the late war.
during
Navy
Canadian
Royal
the
in
served
and
Club,
Letters
Ottawa.
to
move
him
to
cause
will
post
new
His
Bernard Braden, one of the many Canadians to win laurels in England in the radio and theatre world, was a luncheon guest of Mavor Moore in
early March.
1·

After a long siege of severe illness "Ray" Collinge has recovered sufficiently to return to the Club to enjoy "Something for the Birds" and
to receive a most hearty welcome from his friends.
CLUB PRIVILEGES

No.

The Executive wishes to direct the attention of members to By-Law
54 on page 17 of the Club Constitution:
No member shall bring more than two guests to lunch in any
(54)
one week and no individual not being a member shall lunch at the
Club more often than once a month, unless by permission of an
officer of the Club, or as provided in By-Law 51.
ADDRESSES WANTED

Will any member who knows the address of any of the following members kindly communicate it to the Secretary:
Ralph Magee

George N, Maybee

Charles Shearer

Further, if any member is receiving mail from the Club incorrectly addressed,
will he please advise the Secretary.
CORDNATION SUITE
Members who attended the final concert of the Toronto Symphony
Orchestra season on April 14th heard a magnificent performance of Healey

I-
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Willan's Coronation Suite under the direction of Sir Ernest MacMillan,
The
poetic words of part 4 of the Suite, the chorus "Come Ready Lyre", were
written by Canon J. E. Ward.
HART HOUSE QUARTET
We have placed in the Club Archives an article on the early history of the Hart House Quartet, written by Geza de Kresz, who was the oriviolin of the quartet.
ginal first
MILTON BLACKSTONE IN BANFF
Milton Blackstonewrote from Banff on April Ist:
"Once again I
am privileged to enjoy the pleasures of this glorious place . . . This
year more snow has fallen on the mountains than usual and the sights are
breathtaking."
He enclosed the Calendar of the Banff School of Fine Arts with
its remarkable programme combining summer tuition with a wonderful vacation.
Since then Milton has appeared at the Club again.
ROYAL SOCIETY OF ARTS
In the March Letter we referred to Club members who are also
In the Times Weekly Edition of March
members of the Royal Society of Arts.
25th there is an interesting article concerning the Bicentenary of this
society held in London in March.
The society was founded 200 years ago by
a "company of noblemen, clergy, gentlemen, and merchants" numbering eleven "For the encouragement of arc.s, manufactures, and commerce".
A welcome visitor at the lunch table in mid-April was Dr. G. E.
Reaman, F.A.G,S., Head of the Department of English at the Ontario AgriProfo Reaman is unable to visit the Club as
cultural College, Guelph.
often as he would like owing to the heavy demands on his time but he is an
entertaining guest at any time.
NOTES RE NEW MEMBERS
Walter J.

Coucill

Born at Camden, New Jersey - moved to England as a child, returned in 1923
Worked
and attended Scarboro Collegiate and Danforth Technical School.
and with other art studios in
mainly for Robert Simpson Co. as an artist
Joined the RCAF in 1942 and after a spell of flying became art
Toronto.
Demobilized in June, 1945 and reeditor of the official magazine "Wings".
Since
turned to Robert Simpson Co. as art director of display department.
and designer.
1947 freelancing as artist
Among his hobbies are trout fishing, woodworking, books and
music.
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E. B.

Sisley

Dr. Sisley promises to be one of our most companionable souls.
Looking after the dental ailments of the patients of Ontario Hospital, he finds
the counterbalance to the saddening fates surrounding his daytime, in art.
watercolour was his first
love but in the exacting field of etching he won the
Print of the Year of the CPE in 1944, and is now one of the mainstays of the
Society. Prominent in the Oakville Art and Drama Club, he must also be the
most tolerant of fathers, since son David plays bugle in the Appleby College
Bands.

H. Napier Moore who has retired as President of Periodical Press
Association, is also retiring from active service as Editorial Director of
Maclean-Hunter Publishing Company Limited at the end of June.
SHAKESPEAREtS SCHOOL-DAYS AS TOLD TO ALLAN WILKIE
John O'London's weekly issue of April 23 celebrated Shakespeare's
birth-day - and St. George's Day - sensationally by publishing an astounding
story purporting to shed a new light upon Shakespeare's schooldays in Stratford
-on-Avon; and the revelation has an especial interest to the Arts and Letters
Club inasmuch as it is based upon a letter written many years ago in Australia
to a former Member of the Club, Allan Wilkie, C B.E., a veteran Shakespearean
actor, now living near Bath, 'ngland.
Mr. Wilkie for many years successfully managed a theatre of his
own in Melbourne, Australia, and not only produced most of Shakespeare's plays
but sent out road companies to present them throughout Australia and New
Zealand.
He also sponsored a bright little
magazine called The Shakespearean
Quarterly.
On one of these Australian tours a woman was so impressed by the
plays acted that she wrote to Mr. Wilkie claiming to be a direct descendant
of the Rev. Thomas Jenkins, Headmaster of the Grammar School in Stratford, to
which young Shakespeare was sent, and followed up this claim by sending Mr.
Wilkie a mass of detail of the Shakespeare tradition as handed down in her
family from one generation to the next . . Mr. Wilkie made no use of the
letter at the time, but thirty-one years ago it came into the hands of Hector
Bolitho when he was editing Mr. Wilkie' s "Shakesperean Quarterly", and though
at the time he was too astounded to use the letter he fortunately preserved
it and now submits it to the judgment of the readers of John O'London.
It
is an amazing document and is bound to open hot discussion.
Are these tales
of "Witty Will" Shakespeare authentic? In substance, why not? Not all the
traditional tales of cur great men are apocryphal.
And it is hard to imagine
a woman living in the remote "back blocks" of Australia weaving so plausible
a tale entirely out of her own imagination.
"ONE

^

FOR THE BIRDS" A REAL SUCCESS

After a long interval of six years - since Napier Moore's
"60-Cycle" Revue in 1948 - the smouldering desires of the Arts and Letters
Club burst into flame on May 6 - 7 - 8 when they presented "One for the Birds"

-8(un souffl4 flambe)" - into sparkling flame, crackling with native wit and resplendent in colour, to the delight of three capacity houses of hilarity. It
had taken six weeks of steady hard wcrk and close co-operation on the art of
over three score volunteers to produce this happy result under the devoted
direction of Robert Christie, to whom the enduring gratitude of the Club is due.
As a professional actor of note he had necessarily to make many sacrifices of
tine and effort to produce the Revue - and the training of a large cast of
amateur Thespians is the acid test of human character.
However, what with the
tact and patience of "Bob" Christie and his lieutenants, and the sympathetic
self-discipline of the rest of the cast, the rehearsals ran along effectively,
and the show was among the best of the many given by the Club.
The programme opened gaily with a Concert Party medley composed
by the veteran Tom Crawford, followed by Jack McLaren's heart-stopping "High
Dive" as performed by Mile, F, Manning after an inspiring introduction by Sid
Lorraine - a star turn in high comedy.
Next, the "Dance of the Seven Towels",
a ludicrous piece of miming by fifteen synthetic Egyptians.
This was followed
by "That There Dogl'" an amusing Boy Scout skit by Harold Shaw and Norman
Sampson; and two spectacular acts" "The Theatre of Neptune", a French Canadian pageant at Annapolis Royal in 1606 (translation by Keith Hicks, music by
Dr. Healey lillan), and a Toronto Subway Grand Opera burlesque written by
Messrs. McLaren and Ridout.
Intermission.
"Flag Elation", originated by
Tommy Tweed, a witty and tuneful ballet of Provincial banners, followed by a
"Plaque on Both Your Houses" by M. Breen and H. M. Whittaker;
Davidson
, Ketchum's famous "Hymn to Private Enterprise by Five Wolves of Bay Street;
Stan Cooper's "How to Get a Kiss"; "Hobson's Choice", by Donald Byers; "Suite",
an eccentric Musical Exploration by Reg Godden and H. Lapp;
"Welcome Stranger",
a pastoral fantasy by Eric Aldwinckle, played by W. S. Milne and Robin Strachan,
and as a grande finale "Fugitive from a Brain Gang", an amusing satire by
Tommy Tweed on "Culture".
The very effective stage sets for the show were by Stan Cooper,
Walter Coucill, Cleeve Home, Mackay Houstoun and Leslie Trevor.
Altogether,
it was a clever entertainment and worthy of the Club's best traditions.
Only
the inexorable urgent necessities of time and space prevent full credit being
given to all those who made it so great a success.
The programme is preserved
in the Club's Book of Archives -

Our former Treasurer, George McMurtrie, having resigned, Jim
Wardropper has been appointed in his place.
This appointment was confirmed at
the annual meeting.

OBITUARY
INGRIFF D. CARSON
Members were saddened to learn of the death of an old member,
Major Ingriff Carson, which occurred at Sunnybrook Hospital on April 14th
fl

after a long illness, at the age of 67.
Familiarly known in the Club as "Kit" Carson he will long be remembered as a great worker in the stage activities of the Club, particularly
among those with whom he worked in so many productions over a long period.
In business life
Mr. Carson was executive vice-president and
general manager of Periodical Press Association and had been connected with
this organization for seventeen years.
He was born in Stratford, Ont., received his education at University of Manitobai the School of Journalism,
University of Washingtont
and took special courses at the University of Wisconsin, Northwestern University and Cambridge University, England.
He founded a weekly newspaper in the Canadian West and later
worked on Vancouver papers.
For sixteen years he was connected with advertising agencies in New York and Philadelphia, spending four years in Brazil and
a year in market survey work in Europe.

S

The funeral service was held at 3 o'clock on Saturday afternoon
in the Newbiggingfuneral chapel in Mt. Pleasant Road with a capacity congregation of mourners.
Among them were President L. A. C. Panton, C. A. G.
Matthews, James vardropper,
Dixon Wagner, A. A, Beemer, A. T. Wilgress and
Norman Leach.
A great bank of brilliant flowers formed a fitting background
to the casket.
The interment took place in Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
Tributes from Brother Members
By Earle Grey
"Kit Carson", as he was affectionately known to all acting
members of the Club, was a man of imposing presence and seignorial bearing.
But in character he was gentle and self-effacing, kindly and helpful.
While
he could be firm and decisive when occasion warranted, he was always ready
to sink his interests for the good of others.
These qualities were no more
apparent than when a Club play was in rehearsal, for he spent his time in
little
helpful acts of friendship and encouragement to his fellow actors.
For some years he was responsible for the care and provision
of costumes and make-up for the Club plays and for the Christmas Dinner.
His work was impeccable, and those of us concerned with these activities know
how much we owed to his meticulous care and foresight.
In the flurry of
preparation, costumes, grease paint, crepe hair, and all the necessary articles of the actor's craft, were always to be found in perfection close to the
performer's nervous hands.
No detail was too small, no trouble too great for
"Kit".

*

He was also an active and notable performer.
His Inspector
Flannery in "Thunder Rock", the puzzled American official to the life;
the
good-hearted dunderheaded Pischik in "The Cherry Orchard", long of beard and
vast of stanach, (shall we ever forget his tremendous dancing entrance in the
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- 10 ball room scene?); his dear old trumpet playing MacGregor in "My Heart's in
the Highlands", dying on the stage reciting muddled lines from Shakespeare;
these and other rich portrayals dwell in the mind.
His heart was in the drama, and if our reward in the next life
is the better doing of those things we loved doing in this one, then surely
he is playing greater parts in a grander theatre. And whatever he does, it
will be done with the same loveable thoroughness, the same willing helpfulness, the same heart of grace. His memory will always be as fair as Springtime.
By Edgar Stone

Kit Carson was an outstanding example of an amateur who loved
the theatre. He vas a sincere artist who loved to act and was happy in
participating in any capacity. his sincerity caused his complete co-operation with the director and his ability gave distinction to any part he
played. I remember in particular his artistic performance of the butler in
Molnar's "The Play s the Thing".
We shall all miss "Kit",

V.f
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With this first Letter of the Fall season we append a list
cers and Executives for the Club Year 1954-55.

of Offi-

OFFICERS
President
Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary
Assoc. Secretary

0

-

L. A. C. Panton
Cleeve Home
Jim Wardropper
Harry Tedman
Fred Kemp

EXECUTIVE CC1MMITTEE
NEW MEMBERS -elected
Yvon Doucet
- Artist
- Pro
Robert Hubbard
- Wood Carver - Pro
- Pro
John Fleetwood-Morrow - Artist

for two years
Pro
Oxford McNeill - Engineer - Non-Pro
Ian Cameron
- Non-Pro
Fred Shaw

CONTINUING UNTIL APRIL 1st. 1955

John Layng

- Architect
- Artist

Fred Finley

NEW MEMBERS

-

- Pro
- Pro

Wilson Woodside
Irwin Forster

Jnlst.

Pro
- Non-Pro

appointed for one year

by the Executive to fill vacancies caused by resignation and death:
Philip Clarke

-

Non-Pro

Howard Chapman -

Architect - Pro

At our Annual Meeting, briefly referred to in the May Letter, an exceedingly bright spot was the speech of the President, Alec Panton, in the best
Space will not permit quoting
vein of presidential addresses of former years.
Archives.
in
the
placed
been
it here, but a copy has

-2A Great Editor Relaxes
When at the end of June, 1954, H. Napier Moore
Editorial Director of MacLean-Hunter Publishing Company,
record of a remakrable editorial career. For twenty out
association with the Company Napier Moore was the editor
which under his guidance rose in circulation frcm 75,000

in
he
of
of
to

due course retired as
left
behind him the
the twenty-eight years'
MacLean's Magazine,
500,00.

Mr. Moore must have laid aside his editorial quill with profound regret
but with the satisfying certainty that he has left behind him an enduring monument
to his personal ability and sacrifice.
It is good to know that he will retain a connection with MacLean-Hunter
as consultant and that we shall still
be able to read his inimitable "columns".
Only those with practical experience can fully appreciate how much of
his vital body and soul the magazine editor must put into his task: from inception
to delivery his labour assumes the maternal quality of becoming bone of his bone
and flesh of his flesh.
One score years of intense effort may have left
its scars
upon the flesh of Napier Moore but happily never abated the irrepressible exuberance
of his sparkling wit.
As members of the Arts and Letters Club well know, Napier Moore has an
infinite capacity for the enjoyment of the best that life
can offer in the society
of his fellow beings whose joys and sorrows he shares with a warm heart.
Long
may he live to enjoy the care-free leisure he has so richly earned'
Unfortunately, one result of Napier's retiring from active executive
duties will be that the Club will see much less of him, as we believe that Mr. and
Mrs. Moore will in future reside in Nassau during the winter and in the summer in
Canada, but not necessarily in Toronto.
The summer of 1955 however will be spent
in England.
Towards the end of November next the address will be:
"Napier Moore,
"Many Waters", Cable Beach, Nassau, Bahamas, P.O. Box 1054."

THE ABINGDON AWARD
Abingdon Press has announced that competition is again open for the
coveted $7,500 Abingdon Award, which the Religious Book Club Bulletin calls "the
highest distinction in the religious field." The Abingdon Award was established
to "encourage the writing of distinguished books in the broad field of evangelical
Christianity." Previous award books include "The Kingdom of God" by John Bright
(1952), "Here I Stand" by Roland H. Bainton (1950), and "Prayer and the Common
Life" by Georgia Harkness (co-winner 1948), and "The Religion of Maturity4 ' by John
Wick Bownan (co-winner 1948).
For information write "Award Editor, Abingdon Press, 150 Fifth Avenue,
New York 11, N.Y.
An official notice of intention to submit a manuscript must be
filed with the publishers before November 1, 1954.
An outright award of $5,000
will be given the winning author at the time of the announcement, and $2,500 advance
royalties will be given him when the book is published in 1956.

Ce
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ERNEST DALE MEMIORIAL
A letter has been received from the Board of Syndics of Hart House Theatre
too late for notice in the May Letter. It asks us to advise members of the suggestion for the establishment of an appropriate memorial to the late Professor Dale.
Members wishing to participate in the establishment of such a memorial should comnmunicate with Miss Agatha Leonard, Hon. Secretary of the Board of Syndics.
We have placed in the Archives a copy of a sympathetic appraisal of the
late Ernest Dale's personality, which appeared in the March April issue of the
University of Toronto Bulletin.
TCM REEDIS HISTORY
T. A. Reed has written a history of "The First Fifty Years of University
College" for the U. of T. Bulletin. From it we venture to cull an anecdote, to
brighten these pages:
"Dr. Beaven's simial cast of countenance was sufficient to
cause comment. On one occasion the students transferred the
ape from the Museum in West Hall to the lecturer's chair in
Room 8. Arrayed in cap and gown it bore a ludicrous resemblance to the worthy doctor. But he was equal to the occasion.
"Gentlemen," he said as he entered the room, "If the expression be appropriate, I leave you with a teacher suited to
your capacities. I wish you a very good morning." But he was
a kindly and considerate man and endowed with unlimited
patience in the lecture room."
ALD'INCKLE'S REPORT ON RUSSIAN

ART

Following Eric Aldwinckle's return from his invitation trip to Russia,
he has sent us the following note with permission to quote it in this Letter.
"Dear Fellow Members - If it is of any interest to you the powers
that be have closed the doors of art in Russia as they seem to
have with everything else. Although in the studio of one of the
oldest and greatest Russian painters we saw recent works which
would have been acceptable in the Museum of Modern Art tomorrow,
it must be kept from public view in Russia. To live well he
must paint a few canvasses which conform to their policy of
'Soviet Realism' which appears to be nothing more than the competent illustration of materialism in all its forms and has
either to cater to the lowest level of intelligence or the
political leaders, or both.
"In the Leningrad museum are several galleries of early French
moderns which are excellent but the gallery is always closed
for cleaning purposes.
"The Directors and staff of the Academy of Arts has neither seen

-4work of or heard the name of Augustus John.

Sthe

"The dancing, both classical and national, is breath taking in
performance and can easily distract you from the realizaits
tion that in conception it is also pre-Diagheleff, even though
it certainly is technical perfection.
"Except for the
piece orchestra
Bolshoi Theatre
heard consisted

speondid performances of Prokofieff by a fifty
which accompanied the ballet from the pit of the
at 415 a seat, the only symphonic concert I
of 'waltzes' from Glinka to Strauss.

"All art has becomn a form of introspective and introvertive advertising and they seem very pleased with what they are doing,
but you will bear in mind that I can claim no more real knowledge
than was discernible through the pin hole which was offered.
"I hope I may have the opportunity of telling you more in deof this interesting and troublesome farce called Cultural
tail
Relations Between Foreign Countries in which I became embroiled."
Willson Woodside will be Progressive-Conservative candidate in the forthcoming Trinity riding federal by-election made necessary by the death of Lionel
Conacher.
In July the Club received greetings from Geza de Kresz who was sojourning
in Spain.
A note has come from Dr. Charlie Peaker in London, dated "The Savage Club
We believe he was to
August 31st", sending greetings to friends in the Club.
have played the organ in Westminster Abbey on August 29th, but have not had any
definite confirmation of this from him.
We notice in a London review that an old friend of the Club, Mark Hambourg,
took part on August 10th, at the age of 75, in a jubilee performance in honour of
He played the same piece as he had played under
the Henry Wood Promenade Concerts.
Many older members remember
58 years ago.
proms
earliest
the
of
one
at
Henry Wood
Hambourg played in and
Mr.
when
Toronto
to
visits
his
during
occasions
the many
for the Club.
Dr. Lorne Pierce, who has been Book Editor for the Ryerson Press for the
"The House of
last 54 years, has written a history of the firm under the title
Ryerson, 1829-1954".

BOUQUETS

J.

We noted in the Telegram of June 8th a letter from a correspondent (James
Ealey) referring with much appreciation to Egbert (Bert) C. Reed s enthusiastic
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efforts over many years in connection with clubs for boys.
Another member highly thought of by his contemporaries is John Galilee, to
whom is devoted a column of high appraisal in the Bulletin of the Advertising and
Sales Club of Toronto.
A distinguished United States medical organization recently conferred a
The Indushigh honour on Dr. R. W. I. Urquhartd Ontario Hydro' s Medical Director.
Medical Association, of which Dr. trquhart has been a member since 1951, desigtrial
nated him as a Fellow of the Associationb on April 28th, in Chicago, in recognition
The I.M,A, is the foreof his accomplishments in the field of industrial medicine.
most organizatioh of its kind in the U.S. and its membership is composed of industrial
physicians from virtually all the large companies of that country.

LL.D.,

W. L. Somerville, one of our architect membersb received the degree of
at a special convocation of McMaster University recently.

Dr. Healey Willan received from The University of Manitoba on May 17th the
honorary degree of Doctor of Literature (D;Lit.)

WEDDINGS
A recent wedding of interest to members was that of Philip McM. Atkinson,
On Saturday, August 21st at 5:30 in St. James' Cathedral,
son of G. D, Atkinson.
Philip was united in marriage to Miss Rowena Vio Darrell. Dean Riley performed the
The organ was played by Charles Densem, a personal friend and organist
ceremony.
of The Redeemer, the music consisting of works by Purcell, Handel and
the
Church
of
reception was held at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Appleby, Tecumseh
The
Mendelssohn.
(new
We wish a happy future to Philip and his bride.
Credit.
Park Drive, Port
address, 71 Hillsdale Ave. E.)
On the same day, August 21st, a daughter of Pat Richards, Miss Judith Lee
The wedding
Richards became the bride of Peter Paul Pratt, a young archaeologist.
The reception
took place in St. Aidan's Church with Rev. C. Randall officiating.
it
was at the home of Mr. and Mrs, Richards, and to hear what Pat says about it,
was a most happy affair. Best wishes to all.

NOTES ABOUT NEW MBEMBERS
Donald S utherland
Mr. Sutherland was born in Toronto, graduated from Trinity College and
spent &' years in the Navy. After that he took up the study of Far Eastern
Cultures under Bishop W. C. White and went to China in 1947, travelling extensively
in Mongolia and Central Asia. He was received in audience by the Panchen Lama at
Was living and studying in Peking during its seige
the lamasery in Kumbum in 1948.
and capture by the Chinese Communists in 1949.
Upon his return to Canada he undertook intelligence duties in Ottawa.
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- 6 1951 joined the staff of the Royal Ontario Museum of Archaeology in the Department of
East Asiatic art, specializing in the fields of Buddhism and Buddhist art and ceramics.
In 1955 he joined the Oxford University Press.
His interests include topography, The Scottish Country Dance,
and the honey bee.

chamber music

CLUB PICTURE SHOWS
Exhibition of Japanese Woodcut Prints
During the month of June the walls of the Great Hall were brightened by the
display of thirty-seven examples of vhat is known to art connoisseurs as Ukigo-E
Woodcut Prints. This exhibition was due to the courtesy of the Canadian Education
Association and U.N.E.S.C.O.
The Ukigo-E Woodcut Printing is a unique and ancient art derived from the
classical Japanese style of painting developed from the 10th Century or Fujiyama
period and reached its height in the second half of the 18th Century. These prints
are not mechanical reproductions bu-t original creations made by the use of a series
of wood blocks and that the process is one of infinite delicacy and scrupulous care
as to colour and registration.
It was a remarkable display of art and excited much interest in the artist
Members of the Club.
In July small pictures by members were exhibited on the East wall; and in
August twenty-two prints were hung under the title
The Painter as Printmaker
These prints were the work of those now known to us as painters. Indeed,
many of the artists represented in this small collection have achieved considerable
distinction as painters.
The works, with few exceptions, were produced during the twenties and early
thirties. It was interesting therefore to compare the subject matter and character
of a print with the material currently being used by the same artist.
The greater part of the prints on view were made available by courtesy of
the Canadian Society of Painter-Etchers and Engraverso
The framed print by Manly MacDonald and that by the late J. W. Beatty were
loaned by Mr. Bruce Matson.
The artists represented were Walter Phillips, N. Hornyansky, Manly MacDonald, Frank Halliday, Dorothy Stevens, L, A- C, Panton, A. J. Casson, Jack Martin,
Charles H. Scott, Charles Goldhamer, Fred Finley, the late J. W. Beatty.

-7THE LIBRARY
The part of The Letter reserved for library notes will this month be devoted
to acknowledging the many gift volumes that have recently been received. These gifts
amount to the impressive total of 21 books and 19 periodicals.
The periodicals come from John Galilee, and are made up of four numbers of
The Golden Hind, 12 numbers of The Mask, and three early catalogues from Goodspeed's
in Boston. The numbers of The Golden Hind are 5 to 8, vol. 2, and include the last
number published, dated July 1924. Sub-titled "A Quarterly Magazine of Arts and
Literature", these de-luxe editions are each signed by editors Clifford Bax and
Austin Spare, and contain interesting articles and sanme amusing drawings (especially
the Beardsley-like ones of John Austen). Devotees of the stage will be particularly
pleased with the quality and diversity of the articles which make up copies of The
Mask; everything from Marionettes to Grand Opera by way of "Gramophonism" and City
Plans are included in this periodical. Published in Florence, it seems to have been
completely dominated by its editor, the great Gordon Craig.
A notable contribution to the Canadian section of the library has been
This is the gift of five volumes of the work of the late
Dilworth.
Ira
by
made
Miss Emily Carr, the distinguished artist who painted the country of the Pacific
Coast Indians for a period of some forty years. The titles of her books are:
Growing Pains (an autobiography); The Heart of a Peacock; The Book of Small;
The House of All Sorts; and Klee Wyvck.

*

Dr. Clare Hassard has made two of what may be considered the most worthy
type of donation - that of the work of a fellow member. The first of these books
is Canadian Art by William Colgate; this is a valuable reference work containing a
bibliography on Canadian painting and supplemented by 93 illustrations. The second
is A Book of Canadian Humour, which was co-edited by the late John D. Robins.
Napier Moore has given five useful books to the drama section of the
library; some - if not all - of these works will doubtless supply material for future
The titles are: Yuletide Revels in Merrie England by M. A. Lewis
Club productions.
and .E. M. Verini (this is an embodiment of the customs and spirit of Old English
Christmas in dramatic form). Revue Sketches by M. J. Levis (containing 9 short skits).
Three Plays by Luigi Pirandello. Rollo' s Wild Oat by Clarke Kummer (a comedy in three
acts). Salome, and Other Plays by Oscar Wilde.
A real treat has been provided by Napier Moore for all those interested
in past A. & L. productions. By making a loan to the library of his personal coLLection of photos of Club events, Napier has provided material for either reminiscing
about - or stimulating new interest in - former Club activities.

i

A book titled Canada' s To-morrow was the recent gift of Eric Aldwinckle.
This work contains nine discussions on the future of Canada given at a Quebec conference last November, and one of Eric's symbolic drawings illustrates the themeof
Two early volumes of that fascinating publication The
each of the discussions.
Penrose Annual have been received from Bill Howard; these are for the years 1937
and 1939. Harry Tedman has donated a quaint little volume titled The Yellow Rose
The
Anthology which contains a collection of poems devoted to "Love Forlorn".
drama shelf has been supplemented by the contribution of R. H. Collinge in the form
of a volume titled The Plays of John Galsworthy.

h, ~~I

-8A Chinese artist named David Kwok has sent to the Club a brochure containing copies of his work and titled Reproductions of Chinese Paintings. Mr. Kwok is a
pupil of the celebrated Chi Pai-shih, and presently living in Hong Kong. Within the
past year the Canadian Club of New York has sent two volumes to our library; the
first of these is Canada in Paintings, and second is the Fiftieth Anniversary
History of their Club. A contribution titled Literary America contains short descriptive passages fram the works of all the important American authors coupled with
photographs of the localities described.
Acting on the suggesting of a member, timetables of the major bus, railway, steamship and air lines have been obthained; to these have been added up-to-date
Toronto and Ontario maps. These current timetables and maps are to be found on the
"Reference" shelf.

OBITUARY
Mrs. Bessie Webster
The news of the death of Mrs. Bessie Lindsay Webster on Thursday, May 27th,
gave profound sorrow to the older members of the Club who had known her so well
during the term of her office as Stewardess of the Club from 1923 to 1949, when she
retired owing to failing health.
*

Mrs. Webster's maiden name was Lindsay and she was twice married, first in
England to Colour-Sergeant James Hewitt of the 2nd South Staffordshire Regiment
which was later sent to India. At the end of his military service there the Hewitts
moved to the Canadian Weat where Mr. Hewitt died. Mrs. Hewitt came to Toronto and
for a time was stewardess at the Toronto Golf Club.
In 1923 she was chosen as House
Mistress of the Arts and Letters Club, making it her demesne and social citadel for
the ensuing quarter century. In 1924 she wedded William Webster who died in 1942
following injuries by a street-car in Bay Street. An Englishwoman of sterling character, amiable disposition and good administrative ability, her cheery manner and tactful patience in dealing with Club affairs made her a prime favourite not only with
the officers and members of the Club, in whom she took a tender maternal interest,
but also with members of the house staff. In fact, Mrs. Webster became an institution of the Club rather than merely the Stewardess thereof; and in testimony of
this she was presented at the Club's Christmas Dinner in 1949, on the eve of her
retirement, an Address from the Club, prepared by A. Scott Carter, embodying a Resolution appointing her Mother Emeritus and expressing the affection of the Club and
While we have not space to quote this Resoluappreciation of her faithful services.
tion in this Letter, a copy of it hangs on the Club's walls and is also in the Club's
Archives.
On the occasion referred to Mrs. Webster sat in a brilliant scarlet mantle
at the High Table on the right hand of the President and received a tumultuous
welcaome.

*

Many anecdotes were inspired by Mrs. Webster in the course of her stewardship. One of the best of these, as related by Arthur Wilgress, concerns a day when
Gilbert Jackson was quietly enjoying a belated and solitary lunch in the Great Hall
of the Club. Accidentally he spilled some food upon his immaculate vestments and
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impulsively damned the disarray sotto voce in the colloquial Hindustani which he had
acquired as a whilom resident of India. Promptly and to his immeasurable astonishment there floated across the Hall to him a gentle and jocular reproof - also in
Hindustani - from the lips of Mrs. 1Webster who was still
in the Seat of Customs by
the door and who well rememnbered her life in India and the dialect of Urdu.
"When
Another is told by Gus Bridle in his "Story of the Club" (1945):Vincent Massey came to the Club as luncheon guest last year he said to Mrs. Webster
-- when she reminded him that seven years ago the Canadian High Commissioner had
forgotten to pay for his lunch -- 'I say, come over to Canada House and be my
Secretary. ' "
The Last Rites
The funeral service was conducted by Mrs. Webster's friend of long standing,
Canon J. E. Ward, in Yorke's Chapelr Bloor Street viest, on Saturday morning, May 29,
followed by interment with Committal prayers in Mount Pleasant Cemetery. The active
pall-bearers were all old friends, Messrs. Murray Brown, W. Eason Humphreys, C. A. G.
Matthews, Jack McLaren, George J, MvcMurtrie aid James Wardropper. Members of the
family present were Mr., and Mrs. Stanley J. Morris of Royal York Road, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Little of Alcorn Ave, Many other Club ?riends were present.
JAMES HENRY CRAIG
The Arts and Letters Club and the architectural profession suffered a great
loss in the passing of James H, Craig on June 4th last.
Jim Craig had been a nember of the Cluib since 1931, He had a splendid
baritone voice, sang in the Club choir, and by reason of his vocal and dramatic ability was an asset always to be counted on in the days of Napier Moore's revues. One
of Jim's closest friends is another Club merber who knew him first in 1910 at the time
Jim graduated in architecture from Jhe University of Toronto, and he speaks of the
energy and enthusiasm which Jim put into any activity with wvhich he was connected.
Jim Craig was born in 188. graduated as above, entered practice as a partner in the firm of Craig and Madill and with the exception of a break of four years
during each of the world wars, continued in practice until his death. He and his
firm were especially interested in public and high school buildings and in 1952 the
firm was awarded the Massey Medal for Educational Buildings. Many other buildings of
a public nature stand to the credit of the partnership0
He was President of the Ontario Association of Architects in 1931 and 1932;
for many years on the executive of the Royal Architectural Institute of Canada;
chairman of the Legislation Committee which was successful in obtaining the passing
of the Architects' Act in 1951, which established the Registration Board of which
he later became chairnan,

*

Among the many public spirited projects on vhich he worked was the study
of housing conditions in the Moss Park area of Toronto about 1930, which has so
recently been cleared up0 Also a campaign to interest the City Council in slum
clearance and low ccst housing, which is now proceeding very much along the lines
suggested at that timeo
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It is interesting to note that Jim Craig' s interest in music and dramatic
art is shared by his family. Daughter Sheila is making a name for herself in the
dramatic world and friends will remember her fine performance at the Club in "The
Drums are Out" a few years ago.
Jim's many friends in the Club, who may not be acquainted with Mrs,
in her own right.
will be interested in knowing that she is an artist

Craig,

The sympathy of the Club is extended to Mrs. Craig and the family.
JAMES STANLEY McLEAN
With the passing cf J. S. McLean the Arts and Letters Club loses a valued
member of 54 years standing, while Canada and Toronto in particular lose an enthusiastic lover of art and music and a generous supporter of many forms of artistic endeavour.

S

Mr. McLean held a notable position in business, the arts, public affairs, and
philanthropy. At the time of his death he was chairman of the board of Canada Packers
Ltd,, having relinquished the presidency to his son, William F. McLean only a month
previously. Quoting from an eloquent leader in the Globe and Mail - "He served on the
Massey Hall board of trustees, for some time as its chairman, because he liked music
which he did by regular and generous donations to clear
and desired to support it,
Toronto Symphony Orchestra deficits. And because he liked opera he was an early
supporter of the Royal Conservatory Opera Company, as well as having founded the
Canada Packers amateur operatic society. It is not known whether he ever put into
words his private philanthropic motiYrs; but those who best know that side of his
saw that his benefactions not only were a boon to individuals, but also served to
life
advance the cultural and social development of Canada."
In addition to his musical interests he bought many pictures, largely by
and did so, as he said, because he liked them; and he was a beneCanadiab artists,
factor of the Art Gallery of Toronto to the extent of $25,000.
Mr. McLean diedon September 1st at the age of 78,
His sterling character will be mourned and long remembered.

following a heart attack.

LADY GRIER
The sincere sympathy of the Club is extended to members John E. Grier and
Sir Wyly Grier and to the other members of the family on the death of Lady Grier,
which occurred on August 3rd. Lady Grier was an accomplished musician with a rare
gift as an accompanist, a member of the I.O.D.E. and of the Anglican Church.

CALEB KEENE

k

We are sorry to learn of the death of Caleb Keene, the well-known artistWe extend our sympathy to
craftsman famous for his lacquer work, at the age of 93.
Keene.
Louis
Col.
member
fellow
our
his son,
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THE SEPTEMBER DINNER
FAREVELL TO NAPIER MOORE

)

The Monthly Dinner on September 25th took the form of a Farewell to Napier
Moore who, with Mrs. Moore, will in future be spending the winters at their home in
It was quite evident as the evening progressed what a bond of affection
Nassau.
between the audience and Napier, and how spontaneous was the expression of
was
there
"We all love Napier'",
The President' s speech, Bert Reed' s epilogue to it,
it.
aroused by the
demonstrations
the
and
applause,
of
which occasioned a great burst
feeling of
sincere
the
showed
revues,
old
showing of slides of scenes from the
Club will in
the
that
regret
and
Club
the
for
work
his
and
appreciation of Napier
future see him so much less than heretofore.
From President Alex Panton' s speech after the dinner we quote the following words:"Napier, happily, is not bidding a permanent or irrevocable farewell to
either this assembly or this country. If he were these ceremonies would be of a
sadder character. However, he will be, shall we say, detached for long enough
periods to make his absence as notable as his presence.

*

"Throughout the many years of his active membership in this Club and in
this community, Napier has been, without a doubt, one of its most constant, enof this Club would have lacked much
The life
thusiastic and enlightened leaders.
As a mere neophyte in this Club, I feel unqualiof its vitality but for Napier,
fied to analyse the quality and variety of a record which goes back far beyond my
beginnings here, and I shall presume only to express my own appreciation of Napier
And perhaps I
in so far as I have shared with him the activities of the Club.
above many
cherish
I
that
I
say
when
here,
everyone
of
feelings
the
shall reflect
revues.
Spring
of
number
a
in
him
with
worked
having
of
that
experinces,
other
These were his most magnificent achievement, and as a relatively insignificant
partner in some of these, I discovered that there was scmething about the man
which could weld a heterogeneous collection, largely of theatrical misfits, into a
He could
smoothly competent organization as perhaps no other man could have done.
same
the
in
soothe
and
bite
could
he
time;
same
the
at
you
charm
and
exasperate
breath; he could be implacable as a critic, yet yield praise with grace.
And he could drive and dominate with such wit and respect for perfection
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that, after each arduous enterprise was over, one could only wait with hope for the
opportunity of suffering and enjoying it all over again."
The President also read words written by Gus Bridle in
Club concerning Napier Moore vhen Napier was its president.

his Story of the

Napier responded in an eloquent and witty address, finally embracing
Tommy Crawford and emphasizing the cordial collaboration between himself and
Tomny in the long succession of a score or more of Revues, and then insisted on
having Bill Sheldon take a picture of the two of them happily laughing together
around the piano.
The unique event concluded with the singing of some of the old revue
choruses, in vhich many of those in the audience had participated in revue days,
led by Tammy Crawford at the piano with his usual infectious enthusiasm.
One of
these choruses, "Its Only a Question of Time" was altered for the occasion as
follows:

SYes,

It's
only a question of time,
Yes, only a question of time
Till our dear old pal Napier will leave us to go
To foggy old London, then sunny Nassau,
So let's
give him Good-bye, with a Hey and a Ho
And wish him a WiONDERFUL time wish him a WONDERFUL time.

THE LIBRARY
The news that John o'London's Weekly has ceased publication reminds one
that literary periodicals lead a precarious existence; yet it might be said that
the feeling of sorrow for a death in this family of publications is often softened
by an interest in their phoenix-like qualities.
The cessation in recent years of
such British magazines as Horizon, Saturday Review, and Scrutiny was unfortunate,
but in their place attention has now been caught by Encounter and The London
Magazine.
Fortunately, from the ashes of Horizon has risen something probably even
more permanent than another periodical, for its
editor - Cyril Connolly - has
selected some 90 pieces from his magazine and published them under the title
The
Golden Horizon.
This book is considered a worthy addition to our "Literature"
shelf.
Members interested in sculpture should find satisfaction in the beautiful illustration in Misterpieces of Sculpture from the National Gallery, by
Charles Seymour, Jr. A scholarly text, and carefully chosen illustrations, combine
to make W. R. Valentier's Studies of Italian Renaissance Sculpture an important
addition.
History of Sculpture by Chase and Post was chosen because it is a
"standard" reference work, to be found listed in the important bibliographies on
sculpture.
A companion volume to the above-mentioned Masterpieces of Sculpture is
SPaintings
from the National Gallery by Cairns and Walker.
This beautifully produced book presents 85 fine reproductions of the major paintings in the Washington
gallery, Probably the best single-volume work on the art of China - best because
of the combination of authoritative text and completeness of illustrations -

- 5 is Chinese Art, by Ashton and Gray; this book is to be found on the "Miscellaneous"
shelf.
For the section of the library devoted to Architecture has been purchased
W. B. Dinsmore's standard reference work The Architecture of Ancient Greece.
Also
for this section have been obtained two books devoted to cathedrals; these companion
volumes are English Cathedrals and French Cathedrals. An interesting text in each
book supplnements the numerous superb photographs by Martin Hurilmann.
Musicians - both professional and amateur - will be interested to learn
that we have obtained the most recent edition of Oscar Thompsonts Cyclopedia of
Music and Musiciains; this large volume is probably the most useful of the onevolume encyclopedias in the field of music. Also of interest is Alfred Einstein' s
A Short History of Music with its scholarly text and numerous musical illustrations.
trated
Art in
wealth
modern

*

The "Miscellaneous" shelf has been augmnented by Brian Reade's well-illusbook titled Regency antiquest by iedieval Glass at All Soul's College; and by
Modern Ballet. This last book is very detailed in scope, and contains a
of material on stage settings and costumes designed by artists for use in
ballet.

Rolly Pincoe has presented the Club with a series of 20 brochures published by the Provincial Department of Education, and titled Who's Who in Art in Ontario.
The biographical sketches in these brochures were carefully compiled by Mrs.
Pincoe, and contain many facts about the work of Ontario artists not elsewhere
available. We are indeed pleased to receive this valuable reference material.
CLUB COMMITTEES
Executive.

The following are the conmittees for the current season, appointed by the
In each case the first named is chairman:

Membership Committee
Picture Committee
House Cammittee
Committee
Entertainmenr
Monthly Letter
Finance Ccmmittee
Librarian

-

John Layng, Fred M. Shaw
Fred Finley, Robert Hubbard
I. H. Forster, Philip Clark, Colin Campbell
lan Cameron, Yvon Doucet, John Fleetwood-Morrow,
Oxford McNeill, Willson Woodside
- Horace Corner, Arthur Wilgress
- George McMurtrie, Robert Defries, George Pepall,
Jim Wardropper
- Hunter Bishop
THE CNTARIO COLLEGE OF ART

The opening of the Fall term of the Ontario College of Art late in
September is of considerable interest to the Arts and Letters Club, if only for the
reason that each of the men who has held the position of Principal has been not
only a member of this Club, but like our own Alex Panton, its President as well.
First established in 1876 as the Ontario School of Art and later as the
Central Ontario School of Art and Industrial Design, it was finally reorganized
The first
present form.
under the Ontario College of Art Act of 1915 in its
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principal of the new College was George A. Reid, who painted a mural for the then
new home of the A & L C (which is now unfortunately hidden by the stage equipment).
His successor, J. E. H. Macdonald, did the mural decoration which is now mounted
above the proscenium in the Clubroom. During his term of office Arthur Lismer
acted as Vice-Principal. Fred S. Haines assumed the principalship in 1931, retiring
in 1951 to be succeeded by L. A. C. Panton.
Perhaps the intimate association of these men within the walls of the
Arts and Letters Club and with each other has influenced the direction and scope
of their achievement.
CLUB PICTURE SHOWS
Up to the time of writing the picture exhibition on the Club walls has
Announcement
been that of the 22 prints entitled "The painter as print maker".
has already been sent out to all members concerning the Annual Exhibition of
Summer Sketches to be opened on October 30th.
All works for exhibition should be delivered to the Club not later than
Friday, October 29th.

OCTOBER

DINNER

The date will be October 23rd. Eric Aldwinckle will
talk to the Club on his experiences in Russia.

PERSONAL

NOTES

Robertson Davies' new play "A Jig for the Gypsy" received its first performance on September 14th at the Crest Theatre, Toronto, with Herbert Whittaker
as guest director. The same author's new, and second, novel "Leaven of Malice",
was published September 15th.
Professor Charles Hendry delivered an important speech before the
Emmanuel College Alumni Association on September 15th. His theme was the growing
concern in Asia that the western world is leading free civilization the wrong way.
He urged Canadians to travel in Asia to get the impact of thought in the East.
We notice that Dr. Hendry and Alex Panton recently got together to produce an criginal design for the Calendar of the School of Social Work, of which
Dr. Hendry is the director. The design, by a senior student of Panton's, Donald
Bell, symbolizes the work of the school and is an abstraction derived from the
shape of two hands, one offering aid and the other reaching for it.
Secretary Harry Tedman recently received a letter from member Joseph
A. Whitmore, who now resides in Winnipeg, in which he says "I have spent and
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enjoyed a great many wonderful hours at the Arts and Letters Club and it is one of
the things I shall miss. I shall deem it a favour if you will in sane bulletin of
the Club express briefly my sincere thanks to the officers, directors and members
of the Club. If any of them are passing through Winnipeg I would appreciate a
call". Mr. Whitmore's address is 54 Roslyn Crescent.
Brendon Mulholland has received a letter from George Patton in London.
George's many friends in the Club will be pleased to know that he is enjoying
the same old George that the Club used to know so well.
life to the full and still
He is "Living in a nice apartment in a large house situated in lovely grounds at
Caterham in the North Downs near the Pilgrims' Way". He says he much enjoyed a
recent visit fram Dr. Arnold Mason, who, as he says raised the teaching standard
of the Royal College of Dental Surgeons to a such a high level when he was Dean of
the Faculty. George also enjoyed a chance meeting with Ernest Morgan during the
latter' s London holiday.
George sends his best regards to all his friends in the Club.
Pat Richards has changed his business connection. He is now with J. R.
Timmins & Co., the well-known stock brokerage firm, in charge of their research
department. Address, 572 Bay Street.
A bronze head of Sir Adam Beck by Emanuel Hahn was unveiled by the
Duchess of Kent at the official opening of the new Sir Adan Beck Generating Power
House at Niagara Falls.
Earle Grey will again be taking his Shakespeare Festival Company on a
tour of the schools and colleges in Ontario. This year the play will be Twelfth
Night and the tour starts October 15th.
"G. R. Hatton, Drama, Clarkson, Ont." as Geoff is designated on our rolls,
took a bride, Helen Elizabeth Avery, also of Clarkson, on Saturday, October 9th
... and a bonnie couple they make as they speed to Happyland in their car. The
best wishes of Geoff's fellow members go to him and his wife.
VISITORS

Among recent visitors to the Club was Henri Temianka, guest of Ettore
Mazzoleni. Mr. Temianka is one of the world's most distinguished violinists,
leader of the Paganini String Quartet. He has been appointed to the faculty of
He plays on the 1727 Strad used by Paganini.
the Royal Conservatory of Music.

that Mr.

ve believe
Another visitor recently was Bob Farquharson from Paris.
on .
now
from
Washington
in
residing
be
will
and Mrs. Farquharson

A
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One of our most senior members, Dr. Frank J. Moore, now of Cincinnati,
was in the Club early in September on one of his periodic visits. Dr. Moore had an
interesting item of news concerning a new composition by Eugene Goossens, just
issued by Boosey & Hawkes of London. It grew out of a suggestion made to Goossens
by Dr. Moore that he should write an oratorio on the subject of the Apocalypse.
Goosens fell in with the idea providing that Dr. Moore would provide the text. The
present work is a result of this collaboration. The inside title page reads "Text
selected frcm The Revelation of St. John the Divine by the Rev. Frank Moore and the
c nposer".
"BABES IN THE WOODS"
That is the title of a piece written recently by Lewis Milligan, which
aptly expresses his dislike of some of the things what am. Here it is:
Dissatisfied with what we t ve got,
iWe hanker for - we know not vhat.
We grope in circles, but to find
We're travelling to things behind.
Man is progressing now so fast,
He'll soon be in his savage past;
And science, at one stride or less,
Will send all back to nothingness.
These Atomists, like meddling boys,
Play with the elements for toys;
A-tinkering with the universe
They'll put the whole thing in reverse.
Let's spank the brats before they bust
Us all to radio-active dust.
OBITUARY
Mrs. Merrill Denison
Friends of Merrill Denison, of whom there are many in the Club, were
grieved to learn of the death of Mrs, Denison on September 22nd. She passed away
in Toronto, having come here from her home in New York a month previously to enter
hospital. Mrs. Denison was a writer of note and first won recognition by her
series of stories of "Susannah".
Some of these were used as films - "Susannah of
the Mounties", etc., and as a starring vehicle for Shirley Temple.
Merrill Denison was formerly a very active resident member of
devoting much time to dramatic presentations there, and was at one time
of Hart House Theatre. WJe now see him all too seldom,as a non-resident
visiting here from his home in New York. We extend sincere sympathy of
to Merrill.
-oOo-

the Club,
art director
member,
the Club
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OCTOBER MONTHLY DINNER
Eric Aldwinckle's Account of His Visit to Soviet Russia

S

A record crowd came on October 23rd to hear Aldwinckle give what President
Alex Panton described as a Curtain Lecture on Russia. More than 110 members sat
down to dinner and were later well entertained by Eric's vivid account of the experiences of himself and F. H. Varley in the land that to most of us is shrouded
being
in so much mystery. The President in introducing the speaker spoke of it's
that
into
curtain
iron
the
through
a "Red Letter Day for Eric when he passed
strange and sinister country of Russia" . . . And further: "He has had a good
deal of experience with curtains, both in front and behind them and they no longer
paralyze him with stage fright. I have no doubt that during his brief stay behind
the iron curtain he was in full possession of his faculty for keen and penetrating
observation".
As a matter of fact Eric said in his address that he had never experienced
curtain or stage fright in his life until he went behind the Iron Curtain, when on
three different occasions he felt fear.- something he had not felt during three
years of war. He could not explain it except by the strangeness of the situation.
Eric first gave an hour-to-hour description of the daily itinerary arranged
for them in order, as he said, to make the audience feel the same state of exhaustion he had felt in being compelled to carry out such an arduous round of enWtih much humour and many natural digressions Eric described the pleasgagements.
ing colors of the principal buildings, both exterior and interior and as a contrast the drabness of the appearance of the populace, both men and women, in their
dun coloured and shabby clothing. He was struck by the absence in the streets of
He spoke of the ever-present
bright colour, such as neon lights, billboards, etc.
the continual pressure
privacy;
of
them
depriving
interpreters, almost entirely
just "sit quietly someto
able
be
to
desire
the
another;
of one engagement after
part of the interpreters
the
on
suspicion
continual
the
sketch;
where" and not even
their answers.
of
evasion
the
and
criticism,
implied
questions
that simple
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On the other hand Aldwinckle stressed that there were many things to adspoke of the excellence of orchestra music, miming, ballet and opera,
and
mire,
always allowing for the fact that in these arts as in painting a certain conventional line must be followed, and that experimentation and abstract ideas were
discourage d.
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-2One gathered that the highlight of Eric's experiences was his (and
Varleyts) meeting with the painter Konchalovsky in the latter's
studio.
Eric considered Konchalovsky a very fine painter, who painted conventional pictures which
the government bought at good prices, enabling him to live in comfort, and then
for his own pleasure painted other works to please himself.
These latter
could be
shown to his friends in his own studio but could not be publicly exhibited. The
two Canadian visitors were greatly impressed with some of these latter paintings.
Eric said that a photographer, commissioned by their official hosts,
accompanied them on their peregrinations in order to take any photos they might
desire.
A large number of these were received in Toronto after their return, but
not any that might have shown slums, etc.
Eric brought a number of these to the
Club so that manbers had an opportunity of viewing them.
The Club is greatly indebted to Eric Aldwinckle for such an interesting and informative talk.
NOVEMBER CLUB EVENTS
Notices were sent out to members announcing a Ladies 1 Night for Thursday,
November llth;
the programme to be "Coloured Slides and Tape Recordings of the
1954 Spring Revue" presented by Alan Collier.
The monthly dinner for November will be on Saturday, November 27th at the
usual time.
The programme will consist of Songs by Reginald Heal, and a National
Film Board film entitled "Varley", descriptive of his work.
Reginald Heal was last heard at the Club in the role of "Alan the Subway
Varley, as we all know, was formerly a member of this Club and one of the
Hero".
We heard something about him the other night
founders of the Group of Seven.
from Aldwinckle, whose companion he was in Russia last Spring.
MRS. MARGARET VHITHAM RETIRING
After nearly twenty years of devoted service on the household staff of
The Arts and Letters Club Mrs. Fred Whitham, more familiarly knov:n to Club
members as "Margaret", on the advice of her physician, has resigned from her
duties, her retirement coinciding with the monthly dinner on October 23rd.
During the two decades of her service many notabilities have enjoyed her
cheerful ministrations in the dining room, whilst for her part she took a lively
Margaret
and sympathetic interest in the well-being of the Club and its members.
will be sincerely missed!
At the monthly dinner, referred to above, President Alex Panton made a
presentation to Margaret and in bidding her farewell said, in part,
"Margaret has been far more than a waitress in this Club for many years.
She has served us with constant concern and sympathy for our vagaries of appetite
She has a unique capacity for kindly
and temperamental inconsistencies of taste.
service and understands us and excuses our peculiarities - in fact knows us
In saying good-bye and wishing her well, it
better than we know each other ....
is my pleasure to present her with this inadequate token of cur gratitude for her
Margaret responded in a charming manner while
years of loyalty and attention."
the members present stood in farewell.

*

-3In sayigg "Au Revoir" to Margaret we would like to say on behalf of the
Club how glad we are to retain the good services of Mrs. Netta Stonebergh and
Mrs. Mary Shivnen with their unfailing cheerfulness and good humour.
ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF MEMBERS'

SMALL PICTURES

Starting the first
of November the Club walls are brightened by a showing
of small pictures by members, most of which are for sale. Members who are showing
their work are: Eric Adwinckle, Arthur Beemer, Alan Collier, Adrian Dingle,
Frank Denton,
Douglas Elliott,
George Foord, John Galilee, Fred Haines, Robert
Hubbard, Charles Lamb, J. Fleetwood-Morrow, Jack McLaren, Gordon Payne, J. M.
Reynolds, Dr. E. Sisley, W. D. Tucker, J. R. Tate.
It will be noticed that some of our lay members are exhibiting as well as
the professional painters.
It is a very satisfactory show and we happened to notice that more than
one sketch had been spoken for even before the hanging had been completely arranged.
ERNEST DALE MEMORIAL FUND
The committee of the above fund asks your support for a performance of
"Twelfth Night" to be given under the auspices of the Shakespeare Society by the
Earle Grey Players at Hart House Theatre on Tuesday, December 7th, 1954, at
8:30 P.M.
The fund, which is sponsored by the Syndics of Hart House Theatre, will be
used to finance a fitting memorial to the late Professor Ernest A. Dale in the
form of lectures and awards to encourage drama, and will be administered by the
Bursar of the University of Toronto.
Tickets are 42.00 and may be obtained from the box office of Hart House
Theatre.
Raymond Card is Chairman of the Committee.
He informs us that all
are going direct to the fund and there are no paid helpers.

proceeds

THE LIBRARY
Books for those whose interests lie with the theatre include a collection
of 19 short Canadian plays, titled
One Act Plays by Canadian Authors; this
collection was published in 1926 by the Canadian Author's Association, Montreal
Branch.
Samuel French's Basic Catalogue of Plays has been obtained; with this is
a supplementary catalogue of new plays, dated 1955.
Shakespeare Memorial Theatre
1948-1950 contains a fine photographic record of three important years at
Stratford-Upon-Avon, together with foreworrds by Ivor Brown and Anthony Quayle.
The attention of music lovers is directed to Opera for The People by
Herbert Graf.
The author is stage director for the Metropolitan Opera Company,
and in this well-recommended and well-illustrated book he discusses all the ingredients needed for successful opera production, whether it be designed for school
workshops, pictures, television, or the stage of the Met.
The International
Catalogue of Recorded Folk Music was published for Unesco and lists
- by country -
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the Companies and Institutions to which reference is made, as well as the record:
ings held by the Institutions.
(It would seem that Canada's contribution to this
catalogue was a very meagre one).
Those whose interest in art embraces an appreciation of primitive painting
should give attention to two recently acquired books devoted to this subject. The
first is American Primitive Painting by Jean Lipman, in which over 100 plates display the work of Americans before 1875. The second is Five Primitive Masters by
Wilhelm Uhde, presenting the work of five French painters of the 20th century.
The literary-minded will be pleased to learn that two of the books which
were lost last Spring have been replaced by new copies; these are The Oxford
Two
Companion to English Literature, and The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations.
additional books that can be recommended for specific interests are The Complete
Guide to Heraldry, by A. C, Fox-Davies, and Historic Costume for the Stage by
Lucy Barton. The first of these, revised and reprinted in 1951, is illustrated
by nearly 800 drawings; the second - "foundedrot only on research but on experience" - lists important names, events, and plays for each period of history, and
contains an extensive bibliography.
Books devoted to the Canadian scene include the currently much-discussed
Old Toronto, by E. C. Kyte. At the request of a member, the Canadian Oxford
Atlas was obtained; this entirely new work contains 12 pages of maps of Canada
Other books for the Canadiana shelf include
and a Canadian Index-Gazeteer.
Champlain's Order of Good Cheer by L. M. Fortier, Moore and His Canadian Boat Song
by G. H. Needler, and Canada'ts Peace Tower and Memorial Chamber by Katharine Hale.
Bill Hogarth has given to the library two books, the first was written
about - and by - a member; this is Banting As An Artist, by A. Y. Jackson. The
booklet
second is Chez Nous by Adjutor Rivard. Harry Tedman has given a little
of poems titled Flowers of Remembrance, as well as a copy of The Best Cartoons
from Punch.
The librarian wishes to record his indebtedness to Bill Hogarth and
Roly Pincoe for their assistance in the task of transferring information from the
accumulation of dust-jackets to the back cover of the books. Biographical data
so retained may prove of interest to readers.
HART HOUSE ORCHESTRA
A new arrival in the world of music in Canada is the Hart House Orchestra,
founded and conducted by Boyd Neel. The new orchestra is a string band of some
eighteen pieces and promises to be a worthy Canadian successor to the English Boyd
Neel Orchestra.
The orchestra has as its patron His Excellency the Right HonorablE Vincent
Massey, Governor General of Canada and a Past President of the Arts and Letters
Club. Mr. Massey and the Massey family also played a leading role in the development of the Hart House Quartet, three of the original members of which are still
A .& L C members, namely, Geza deKresz, Boris Hambourg and Milton Blackstone.
The orchestra made its radio debut on October 27th over a CBC network,
playing works by Anton Filtz (an 18th century German composer), Bartok and Mozart.

-5The first Toronto concert will be given at Eaton Auditorium on November 25th.
Boyd Neel, who became a member of the Arts and Letters Club some months
ago is Dean of the Royal Conservatory of Music and has achieved international
fame as founder and director of the Boyd Neel Orchestra.
ST. MATTHEW PASSION
Ian Cameron brings to our attention, rather belatedly, a presentation
made last April to Sir Ernest MacMillan by the directors and members of the Toronto
Mendelsshon Choir. This took the form of a volume containing the programmes of the
annual presentations of Bach's St. Matthew Passion given in Toronto from 1923 to
1953. The programmes were collected, bound and presented "With affection and
highest regard to Sir Ernest MacMillan, under whose direction all these performances have been given".
THE NEW BANK OF CANADA NOTES
Most of us feel proud to be in the possession of even the smallest quantity of Canadian bank notes and we expect that to many members of the Club quantity is considered even more important than quality. ae notice, however, that some
of our members have gone into print about the quality.
Professor Eric Arthur, for instance, is reported to have said: "I don't
like the design of the diagonals in the corners . . . Nothing could be more
pathetic than separating the ribbon from the coat of arms . . . The design of the
figure 1 isn't nearly as good as the former classical one . . . That thing on the
back of the one-dollar bill looks like a (excuse the expression) blasted heath".
On the other hand Charles Comfort said that he thought the one-dollar
bill (the only new note he hid seen "at the time') was well considered and extremely
smart.
Any other opinions?
ARCHITECTS'

NEW HOME

The new home of the Ontario Association of Architects at 50 Park Avenue
was opened by the Governor General early in October. It must have given a real
thrill to many members of the association who have looked forward for many years
to such an event . . . And, by the way, isn't there a Building Fund in the Arts
and Letters Club?
PERSONAL NOTES
Dr. Ettore Mazzoleni was the recipient of the University of Alberta 1954
The awards were instituted in 1951 to recognize outstanding
annual award in music.
contributions to the development of the arts in Canada.
We regret to learn that at least two of our members have suffered very
considerably from the hurricane in October. Leslie Trevor had his house almost
completely destroyed and great inroads made by water on the land itself. Emanuel
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Hahn had a large number of artistic losses caused by the flooding of the lower
part of his house.
Geoffrey Hatton's marriage, briefly referred to in our last Letter has
reminded us of the many contributions Mr. Hatton has made to presentations on the
In offering him felicitations we should like to add the Club t s thanks
Club stage.
Geoff is a veteran of the stage as well
and appreciation of these performances.
as of the Club.
He began his career with the D'Oyley Carte Gilbert and Sullivan company
in England in 1919. In 1922 he came to Canada and has since acted in and directed
innumerable G & S productions in Toronto and elsewhere.

*

We note in the October Musical Times that Dr. Charlie Peaker gave an
organ recital at the Congress of the Incorporated Association of Organists at
We read that his programme, given on the Hele organ
Norwich, England, in August.
of St. Peter Mancroft, recently reb•uilt by Rushworth & Dreaper, "Ranged from
Jeremiah Clarke and Rameau to IMezrien and Eai-st Krenek, and included Bach's
"Jig'Fugue and the B minor Chorale of Franck. The recitalist's command of
so many varied styles was complete, and his hearers were grateful for the
opportunity of making the acquaintance of such rarely-heard works as "The
That most of them did not like what they heard
Word" and "God's Children".
does not detract from the enterprise and skill shown in the presentation by
Dr. Peaker, whose modesty and felicitous powers of verbal expression were
features of the speech he made at the Annual Dinner".
We learn, too, that Peaker played a broadcast recital in Westminster
Abbey on August 17th and a straight programme to a crowded church on August 19th.
Joseph McCulley has received oneof J. B. Bickersteth's interesting periodic letters which he has given us the opportunity of reading. The following
short extracts may be of interest to members:
"It was a particular satisfanction to Y:elcom3 Dr. George Maybee and
the St. George's Cathedral Choir of Kingston. Sir William McKie,
organist at Westminster Abbey, whom we have known for many years,
came with them and told us what a marvellous job they were doing at
the Abbey during the three weeks they were there taking over from
the regular choir."
Referring to the Winant Volunteers, with which many members of the Club
arefamiliar, he says: "I wish Professor C. E. Hendry and the School of Social
Work at the University of Toronto would consider sending a representative."
He welcomes visitors, and says: "I live alone and am usually out most
of the day. The best time to ring me in this flat (Canterbury 4804) is before
10 o'clock in the morning and after 0:30 in the Evening".
The first organ recital of the season at Convocation Hall was given by
Dr. Healey Willan on Monday afternoon, November lst.

-7FRED CHALLENER REMEMBERS
*)

Our note in last month's Letter about the Ontario School of Arts has reminded Fred Challener that three members of the Arts and Letters Club and two
The non-members are J. D.
non-members are all that remain of the early school.
of the Ontario School
classes
first
the
who
attended
Martin,
Mary
Miss
and
Kelly
Fred
of Art with Wyly (now Sir Wyly) Grier, at 14 King Street West in 1876.
Challener and Fred Brigden attended classes in the re-organized institution in
the Normal School in 1883, at the tender age of 13.

A recent visitor from England was Mr. A. A. Heath of Painswick, Glos.,
bearing credentials from the Savage Club of London.
son
Another visitor, guest of Nicholas Goldschmdit, was Rafael Kubelik,
of the famous violinist of some decades ago, and now in America on a tour with
He was in Toronto when the orchestra
the Concertgebouw Orchestra of Amsterdam.
gave its concert here, on which occasion it was conducted by Eduard Beinum.
At lunch-time on October 23rd, President Alex Panton proposed a toast to
Dr. Healey Villan, who was 74 on that day. This was honoured enthusiastically
with raised glasses and Healey given an ovation.

DIAMOND JUBILEE OF TYRRELLtS BOOKSTORE
We are prompted to take note of the above because the late William
founder of the business, was for many years an honoured member of
the
Tyrrell,
remember his quiet, cultured
this Club until his death in 1945. Many membersvwll
manner and what a pleasure it was to indulge in conversation with him on the subMr. Tyrrell had that rare combination, a great love
ject of books and authors.
of books with a keen business sense which included among other qualities sincerity
and integrity. He built up a fine business against great odds and we are glad to
see he left
it in such good hands.

DATE OF CHRISTMAS DINNER
The date for the Christmas Dinner is
for December 27th.

It

is

tentatively fixed

to have a Dickensian flavour.

DECEMBER

1954

Since our last Letter was issued the Club mourns the loss of two honoured members, Alex Panton, who was President at the time of his death, and Boris
Hambourg, both eminent in their professions.
Such men are irreplaceable.
They were an integral part of the Club and
their loss will be felt for a long time to come,
Elsewhere in this Letter are
tributes to their memories.

MONTHLY DINNER,
*

NOVEMBER 27th

A large gathering assembled to do honour to the memory of L, A. C. (Alex)
Panton and Boris Hambourg, who had so recently passed away.
The new President,
Cleeve Home, said that the programme for the evening as originally planned had
been changed - with the thoughtful co-operation of David Ouchterlony and Reginald
Heal, who were to have performed - into an expression of a humble tribute to our departed friends.
He asked members to stand in silence for a minute of contemplation.
The President said further that Elie Spivak had offered to play - as
Elie expressed it - "just for Boris".
Cleeve then gave a short speech of appreciation of Mr. Panton, which will be found elsewhere in this issue.
Sir Ernest MacMillan spoke of Boris Hambourg out of his recollections of
a long friendship.
We have quoted from his address in the obituary section of this
Letter.
Elie Spivak then payed "for Boris", his tribute taking the. form of an
improvisation, without accompaniment, based on the Kol Nidrei theme, a favorite of
Boris Hambourg.
Elie preceded his playing with a few words about Boris.
He said
that it was Boris who, many years ago in London, induced him to come to Toronto
to take part in the work of the Hambourg Conservatory and to take the violin part
in the Hambourg Trio.
Elie's playing on this occasion was superb; one felt he had never played
as well.
The second part of the evening's function was the showing, through the
courtesy of Gerry Moses, a Canadian Film Board film on Fred Varley and his work.
This was particularly enjoyed, Varley having been a member of the Club for many
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years and an original of the Group of Seven.
He was also a guest of the Club in
person on this evening, along with Clement Hambourg, Boris' brother.
CLUB PICTURE EXHIBITIONS
During December the showing of members' small pictures is continuing.
On
the night of the dinner on November 27th however these were temporarily replaced
by a collection of the best work of Alex Panton, borrowed for the occasion by our
indefatigable picture committee through the courtesy of the Art Gallery.
The
presence of these paintings added materially to the impressiveness of the occasion.
THE NOVEMBER LADIES'

NIGHT

The Ladies' Night on November llth
ccnsisted of the showing of films and
recordings of the Spring Revue of 1954 "One for the Birds".
Most of the slides
shown were by C.
A. G. (Chuck) Matthews and Alan Collier and the recordings by the
latter.
It seemed as though as much side-splitting laughter was aroused by this
exhibition as by the show itself;
which argues that both pictures and sound were
well done.
The hits of the evening were the High Dive and the Subway Opera.
vWe
must compliment Alan Collier on his colour film technique.
He is a worthy companion in photography to Chuck Matthews, who has for years devoted so much time and
energy to recording club events.
The Club is indebted to both Chuck and Alan, and
to John Fleetwood-Morrow for many splendid black and white photos in the Club
archives.
We have noticed Bill Sheldon busy with his camera on a number of occasions.
Perhaps he will soon be represented in the "big book" also.
After the programme the audience greatly enjoyed the refreshments prepared
so tastefully by our stewards, Mr. and Mrs. Nichols.
NEW MEMBERS
We welccme the following gentlemen as members of the Club:
Professional category:
Donald Neddeau, O.S.A., painter, 21 Sherwood Avenue Toronto
Prof. W. Gerald Raymore, Architect, 10 Southlea Avenue, Toronto
John P. Renouf, W~riter and Editor, 1 Esgore Drive, Toronto
James Audley Coor.bs, Musician, 105 Wexford Blvd., Wexford P.O.
Hilton M. Hassel,
Artist, 1261 Minaki Road, Port Credit
Non-professional category:
Arthur R. G. Ament, MBE., administrator, 25 Dunbar Road, Toronto
R. D. Hilton Smith, Librarian, 717 Eglinton Ave. W., Torot o
Prof. Henry Urquhard Ross, Professor of Metallurgical Engineering,
20 Blyth Hill Road, Toronto
Dr. C. M. Spooner, Surgeon, 194 Sandringham Drive, Toronto.

- 5 THE LIBRARY
The librarian is pleased to be able to announce, at last, the acquisition
of a copy of The Fine Arts in Canada by Newton MacTavish.
Printed in 1925, this
book covers many of the same fields of art as did the yearbook which was published
by this Club in 1913, but ranges in time from Kane and Krieghoff to the Group of
Seven. The chapters on Architecture and Sculpture contain some related plates,
but the majority of the numerous illustrations are devoted to reproductions of
paintings.
The author, who became a Trustee of the National Gallery of Canada, was
a resident Club member from 1909 to 1926.
Two publications of interest are the special number of "Studio", 1917,
titled Art of the British Empire Overseas, and the catalogue of early prints,
compiled by V. P. Sabin in 1932, titled A Catalogue of American and Canadian
Engravings.
More recently-produced books devoted to the Canadian scene include a
catalogue of The Sigmund Samuel Collection of Canadiana and Americana; this is a
classified list
of 809 early prints and drawings now to be found in the Canadiana
Gallery in Queen's Park. An additional catalogue which has been obtained is titled
Aspects of Contemporary Painting in Canada; this illustrated brochure was prepared
for the exhibition of Canadian painting held in 1942 at the Addison Gallery,
Phillips Academy, Andover, Michigan. The acquisition of books dealing with a Canadian theme also includes Folk Songs of Canada, by Fowke and Johnston; the words and
music of 77 folk-songs from all parts of the country are to be found in this work.

*

For the "General Reference" shelf there have been obtained copies of the
new editions of Everyman's Smaller Classical Dictionary and Everyman s Dictionary
of Dates. Other works of a reference nature, although probably of more interest
to the literary-minded, include the Columbia Dictionary of Modern European Literature, and The Concise Cambridge History of English Literature.
The Christmas season is certainly the time to draw attention to three
books to be found on the Miscellaneous shelf which are worth "dipping into".
These
are How to Choose and Enjiov Wines, edited by Augustus Muir; The Christmas Book, coedited by Wyndham Lewis, and Merry Gentlemen, edited by John Rowlandson.
The lastmentioned book contains a collection of writings devoted to the Gargantuan-like
accomplishments of eaters and drinkers of the 18th and 19th centuries.
A booklet titled Glimpses of Britain has been donated to the library by
non-resident member Henry J. Foster of Welland.
THE TRINITY ELECTION
A lively sense of good citizenship and civic responsibility has always
been a characteristic of Members of the Arts and Letters Club and it was with
especially keen interest that the Club watched the progress and result of the voting in the Federal by-election on November 8th in the Toronto-Trinity constitutency
because two of the candidates were fellow members - Willson Woodside, Progressive
Conservative, and Herman Voaden, Co-operative Commonwealth Federation. It was a
four-sided contest, the other candidates being Jo J. Carrick, Liberal, and David
Kashtan, Labor-Progressive, and the final result of the voting was as follows:
Carrick, 5,589; Woodside, 4,237; Voaden, 3,700; Kashtan, 953. Despite the fact
that the Government brought a number of its big guns into the battle there was a
disappointing apathy and lack of interest shown by the electors. However, both
Willson Woodside and Herman Voaden put up a strong fight against heavy odds and
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- 4 are to be highly complimented upon their patriotic spirit and the heavy personal
sacrifices entailed in the performance of a grave national duty. The Club is
proud of them.

It was pleasant to see Harold Hinton at the Club recently after a lengthy
siege of ill-health.

Frank Dowsett has published a small volume of sonnets entitled "Sonnets
of a Seeker".
These are most sensitively written and exhibit a side of Frank that
he does not show casually.
We congratulate him on his handling of such a difficult form.

Hugh Allward was recently elected president of the Rbyal'Canadian Academy.

Among guests at the Club recently have been Tyrone Guthrie,
Mazzoleni and Harry Somers, guest of Reginald Godden.

guest of

The Hart House Orchestra concert on November 25th, conducted by Boyd
Neel, was a highlight for those interested in orchestra and chamber music.

Tihose interested in Vwrleyts work might care to read an article written
by George Elliott for the Ottawa Journal, a copy of which we have put in the Club
Archives book.

Dr. G. E. teaman, who has been a member of the Club since 1911, has recently retired after fifteen years as Head of the Department of English, Ontario
Agricultural College, Guelph.
During that time he developed the music at the
College, establishing the "Sunday Nine O'Clocks".
He also, several years ago,
initiated the Visual Arts Society with monthly exhibitions of paintings;
Fred
Haines provided the first exhibition.
Another of his activities was establishing
the first
course in radio technique for credit in Canada.
Dr. Reaman is now dividing his time between writing for his cwn pleasure and teaching in the English
Department of Waterloo College.
He is particularly interested in the early settlers in Ontario of
Pennsulvania German extraction, a blind spot in Ontario history. His forthcoming
book "Trail of the Black Walnut", published by Pennsylvania German Society is to
be handled by Ryerson Press in Canada.
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- 5 We were glad to see Nicholas Hornyansky and his wife at the Club recently and to learn that Nick is feeling much better after his illness.
SEASONtS GREETINGS
ve express our best wishes for Christmas and the New Year to all members,
their families and friends; and our sympathy to those for whom the Season is
saddened by illness or bereavement.
CLUB FEES
The Treasurer reports t at one of the recently elected resident members
of the Club brought a glow of wrth
to his chilly heart by sending in his initial
Annual and Entrance Fees by airmail from far-off Brazil.
This augurs well for the
active participation of our new members in the life
of the Club.
At the same time he requests that older members who may have overlooked
the matter of sending their fees for the current year should clear his troubled
soul and enable him to face the auditors with equanimity.
The recent change in
the Club's official year which brought the due date for payment of Annual fees
to the 1st of April in each year has apparently disturbed the budgetting procedure
of some members.

OBITUARY

L. A. C. PANTON
Lawrence A. Colley Panton, familiarly known to his friends as "Alex",
died suddenly at his home on the morning of November 22nd.
He had just returned
from meetings in Montreal and Ottawa and had appeared in his usual good health until
he suffered a seizure from which he did not recover.
The funeral service at
the Trull Funeral Home was performed by Canon J. E. Ward of St. Stephen's Church.
A large number of members paid their last respects at the service, the following
acting as pallbearers:
Cleeve Home, Alf. Casson, Robert Hubbard, A. Y. Jackson,
James Wardropper, Fred Finley, Hugh Allward, York Wilson, and Floyd Chalmers.
At the time of his death Alex Panton was President of the Arts and
Letters Club and Principal of the Ontario College of Art.
He was born in England,
received his early education in Cheshire.
After coming to Canada for a short time
he was engaged in business pursuits, then attended the Central Technical School
and Ontario College of Art.
In 1924 he began to teach at the Central Technical
School, later at the western Technical and Northern Vocational Schools until being
appointed Principal of the O.C,A. in 1951.
He had exhibited in many countries and his work is represented in the
permanent collections of the National Gallery, the Art Gallery of Toronto and many
private collections.

*

He served in the first
Anglican Church.
His only son,
War.

World War and was a member of St. Timothy's
Charles Lawrence, was killed in the second World

We express the sincere sympathy of the Club to Mrs. Panton.
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AN APPRECIATION OF L. A. C. PANTON
by Cleeve Horne

·

Part of a speech delivered at the Club on November 27th
To many of you here tonight Alex Panton was simply a well-known artist,
teacher and President of our Club.
To a fortunate few of us he was a very close
friend.
Therefore, if you will forgive me, the spirit of these few notes is
based
on the personality as we knew him and not a biographical treatise
on rather a fantastic career.
There may also be a few new members who only knew our President
as a tall
dome-like intellectual, a slim, rather narrow-shouldered professorial
type.
Yet, I doubt that there are many men in this room that could do a Mambo
with such gusto.
He was a paradox: an artist
and an executive; a teacher and always a
student.
He could agree or disagree, praise or criticize - quite impersonally.
He could be serene and use his share of fuses.
He was both shrewd and sentimental; almost always scrupulous, yet chuckled in his periods of remiss:
as recently as last Friday night at the Gallery, when he enjoyed the Group
opening
with his trunks on backwards.
He was a fine speaker and a gracious listener.
His work was contemporary and always progressive; yet he was the most tolerant jurist.
He was a gourmetwho also enjoyed a modicum of anything alcoholic.
He loved a rude story but
rarely told one.
*

In Alex's tireless interest in the fostering of the artist
and the developments of art in this country, he expended an enormous amount of energy.
Perhaps we should recall a few of his more recent activities.
He was undoubtedly the most active member of the Ontario Society of
Artists, serving on its council and elected jury almost continuously since the
thirties. He was an active member of the Academy, having held the position
of
Vice-President and Treasurer; the Canadian Group of Painters; The Art Institute
of Ontario; charter member of the Society of Canadian Painters in Water
Colour;
one time secretary of the Graphic Arts Society; worked in connection with
Fine
Arts Committee of the C.N.E., and the National Industrial Design Comnittee.

He rewrote the Academy Constitution three years ago and last year
assisted with that of the OSA. He has written many articles on art affairs for
Art magazines and has lectured throughout the country.
And, of course, he was Principal of the Ontario College of Art and one
of the most able Presidents of our own Arts and Letters Club.
We were most fortunate to have had him - would that he could have completed his job.

S

Yet he found time, God knows how, to maintain a constant contribution
as one of Canada's great painters.
Few men of his age have shown such integrity
and courage in the experimental field of painting. His convictions were strong
but his spirit was humble.
Like all progressive men, these virtues were never entirely
appreciated. Believe in yourself and you shall make enemies!
These enemies were of little
account as men of vision, but, at times they did succeed in
hindering the full force of his abilities.
We cannot estimate at this time the full contribution of Alex Panton to
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-7the Arts of Canada.
His love was so deeply imbedded in almost every art movement
in this country from the early thirties, that only history will point up the stature of the man.
His colleagues here tonight will unanimously agree that his work
will always hold a foremost position in the annals of Canadian painting.

ALEX PANTON AS IN KNEW HIM
by Charles E. H endry
Episode after episode, vivid and vital, flow in upon my memory as I
think of Alex Panton over the past few years of our all too brief friendship.
Time and time again, by good fortune, I found myself in Alex's company
at luncheon hour at the Club.
His presence, for me, invariably meant exhilarating
conversation, delightful humor and a refreshing mixture of anecdotes, philosopy
and sheer zest for living. In the eyes of this rather austere person there was
always a twinkle.
His sensitivity and creativeness required the protection of a
productive privacy, a privacy that struggled valiantly against heavy odds, against
demanding, administrative responsibilities and against great devotion to a profession seeking to establish itself on the cultural frontiers of a very young
nation.

*

My last brief conversation with Alex Panton occurred the Friday evening
he left
on his last professional journey to Montreal.
It was the opening night of
the Exhibition of the Canadian Group of Artists.
I squeezed his arm as I passed
him in one of the galleries.
Later, just before my wife and I left, I decided to
go upstairs, as I noticed that Alex had a number of pictures on display.
As I
examined them one by one I began to realize what he had been trying to tell
me a
few weeks earlier when we were discussing the rock formations near Peggy's Cove.
He found immense stimulation and satisfaction in these rocks scattered along this
misty seagirt desolation. Somehow it was a though these giants of granite, in
their infinite solitude, awakened in Alex Pantonprdound awareness of abstractions
whose deepest meanings lie beyond normal perception.
Thoughts such as these were
in my mind as I made my way downstairs and as I turned to walk toward the cloakroom there was Alex.
"Alex", I said, "I have just been upstairs to have a look at
your paintings".
"What did you think of them?"
"I liked them very much indeed."
"It is very good of you to say so, Chick."
Without knowing it

we had said a long farewell.
ALEX PANTON:

A MEMORY

by Alan Collier

*

When Alex Panton joined me in a Fall sketching trip
to the Sudbury district,
I lived a great artistic
and personal experience.
Alex was an intellectual
painter but his logical processes were based on warm emotional reactions.
He was
a student of basic nature - rocks, sea and atmosphere - and found the Nova Scotia
coast ideal for summer painting.
Sudbury - with its vitality based on the miners
working underground, the smelters and their ever-growing slag dumps, their soaring
chimneys pouring out fumes to blacken the rocks, kill
the vegetation, create
erosion and fill
the valleys with mud - was landscape that excited Alex.
He never
sought scenes to paint, he worked in the field of ideas and his ideas revolved
around the great mysteries of nature that pervade so many of his later works.

Let no one think that working with Alex for ten days was a coldly intel-
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lectual task. We were at it from 7:00 A.M. until 10:00 or 11:00 at night but it
was all fun. We were happy in what we were doing and he was the most pleasant of
companions.
I do not remember the trip as hard work, I remember instead the
kidding that went on and the little
private gags and insults we tried on each other.
We planned future trips and I am sure that, wherever I paint, Alex Panton will be
with me.
PANTON AS AN ARTIST
by John Bennett, O.S.A.
As an artist
Mrs Panton combined in his work a fine, clean intellect with
a sensitivity akin almost to mysticism.
The last few summers he had been painting
on the rugged coast of Nova Scotia, pictures of what he considered the very essence
of natural forms - rocks and trees and water - bathed in sunlight or shrouded in
fog.
These are not simple studies to be grasped by the layman at a glance; they
are involved, perfectly synthesized compositions, the distillation of the experience of a brilliant, versatile and thorough worker.
In the story of Canadian
painting, L, A, C, Panton is a man who stands alone.
BORIS HAMBOURG

*

Boris Hambourg, a member of the Arts and Letters Club since 1911 died at
his home on November 24th. He had been seriously ill
during the Spring and Summer
months, but had been able to partly resume his activities. He was in fact preparing to direct the farewell season of the Music Lovers' Club, the first
recital of
which was to have taken place in January, and he attended a recent monthly dinner
at the Club.
The funeral service at the NecropolisCrenatorium on November 27th was
private but was attended by a mumber of our Executive.
Boris was 69.
He made his debut as a 'cellist
in London in 1904 and made
annual concert tours in Britain and the Continent as soloist with the Hambourg trio.
Prior to coming to Canada in 1910 he toured Australia and South Africa.
In Canada,
in conjunction with his father, iichael and his brother Jan, he founded the Hamhourg
Conservatory of Music and toured as soloist and with the Hambourg Trio. He made
almost annual trips to England and the C ontinent, part of his time being filled
with concert engagements.

until it

He joined the Hart House Quartet at its
was disbanded.

inception and continued with it

Quoting from a writer in the Globe and Mail:
"Boris Hambourg's musical
taste was catholic; he loved the classics and played them with fastidious elegance;
but his groups constantly introduced new music, hitherto unheard here, by Canadian
and other composers.
His nature partook of this universality. He was a cosmopolitan figure, at home everywhere.
In character he was gentle, gay, humourous and
genial.
He will long be remembered by his friends.

San

A member of the Arts and Letters Club for over forty years, he was noted
for his eagerness in taking part in Club activities.
He had many friends and never
enemy. The Club has lost a gentleman and a fine musician. To the members of
the family we offer our sincere sympathy.
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from an extemporaneous address by
Sir Ernest MacMillan at the Club on November 27th, 1954
"I first
heard Boris Hambourg play in Edinburgh, before the first
World
War, with the Hambourg Trio, which, in addition to Boris, was them composed of
his father, Michael Hambourg, and Jan Hambourg, his brother.
I was struck with
the fine musicianship of Boris and of the Trio.
Boris had a loval character, was kind and charitable, and never gave unkind judgments of other musicians; if he had to disagree sometimes, he did
it with
a smile4
He was one of the original members of the Hart House Quartet and continued with it during the lifetime of the organization; in fact he was the
only
original member left
when it disbanded.
He initiated many projects for the advancement of music as an art, especially in the realm of chamber music and sincere work was done by the Hambourg
Conservatory of Music, of which he was the Director.
During the forty years of his membership in the Arts and Letters Club
he contributed greatly to the activities of the Club, and it is to be noted that
when he was asked to partake in anything he made it appear that he was
receiving
a favour rather than giving one."

BORIS HAMBOURG
SA

tribute by Elie Spivak
Boris Hambourg, sincere musician, sensitive artist
and gentle soul -will play no more.
Yet his spirit like a kindly breeze, warmed by his human understanding, will remain with us, always.
Boris was not a man who happened to play the Cello.
Boris was a true
musician and an artist
whose high ideals never wavered.
To him, living and making music, was synonymous.
There was always that extraordinary inner urge to
bring great music to his audiences, that made him keep alive the "Hambourg
Trio"
long after his two brothers left
Canada.
In recent years, even in
his work till
the very end.

poor health, Boris planned and continued with

Some years ago he organized what he called, the Music Lovers' Club, so
that his beloved chamber music might exist, and also, that as a
musician, he could
play and give to those who wanted it,
chamber music in the best of traditions.
No one will ever know how much Boris gave of his time and efforts, to
help students and young artists.
He never felt
that it was beneath his dignity
to appear in public concerts and play with gifted young students - His knowledge
and interest in young people made him an invaluable friend to all
who came to
him for advice.

*

Boris and Maria Hambourg have on many occasions been angels of Mercy
to
young and needy students who came from all parts of Canada.
Their house on
Wellesley Street, was always open; the atmosphere of the Hambourg Conservatory
under Boris's directorship was enthusiastic, interesting, and
above all a temple
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endeavours.

In Boris we have lost an honest man and a true artist, who enriched
musical Canada throughout his whole life, and who left memories to inspire his
younger colleagues and students
With thoughts of affection and admiration, we bow our heads and say
adieux and Au Revoir - to our friend Boris Hambourg.

